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PRAYER 
TO OBTAIN THE BEATIFICATION OF 

John Henry Cardinal Newman 
GOD our Father, your servant John Henry 
Newman upheld the faith by his teaching 
and example. 

May his loyalty to Christ and the Church, his 
love for the Immaculate Mother of God, and 
his compassion for the perplexed give 
guidance for the Christian people today. 

We beg you to grant the favours we ask 
through his intercession so that his holiness 
may be recognised by all and the Church 
may proclaim him a Saint. We ask this 
through Christ our Lord. Amen. 

THROUGH SHADOWS AND IMAGES TO 
TRUTH" 

In a world where man thinks h imself self-sufficient or finds life meaningless , there 
is a need to discover new images , signs and symbols by which he can pass through the 
changing shadows to the light of truth . 

Our patron, John Henry Newman , was a man before his time , a visionary , who, 
like all visionaries, suffered much through misunderstanding. He called on the 
Light to illumine his way in his famous hymn -prayer: 

Lead, kindly Light, amid th e encircling gloom . 

We wonder whether Newman would agree that music is one of the stmbols 
whereby we respond to life and its mysteries, as , for instance, the mystery of evil. · 
Beethoven was no stranger to suffering. Loneliness was his constant companion : 
deafness tried to make him bitter , and despa ir was always near. Yet he did not ever 
give up his belief in life : Oh, ii is so beautiful to live- to frve a thousand times' he 
wrote to a fr iend and we are privileged to hear the proof of his bdief in the exultant 
tones of his symphonies. 

Adolesence is p ri marily the age when the development of m ysticism takes place . 
The invasion of record ., hops by teenages , the hours spent listening to music , 
hopefull y, is not idle time . 

Music's po wer over the spirit of man is not restri cted to the mystical and 
psyc hological only . It uproots as well , as Plato wrote : When modes of music change, 
the fundamental laws of the state alu•ays change with them . 

Elvis Presley showed his disapproval of the fallacy tha t on ly science has the 
answers ; the Beatles carried on with the rock -beat that appealed to you th of all 
cultures to enter into the arena of social protests with Bob Dyl an 's The Times th ey 
are a -chang,·n • as the movement ·s theme song . 

Matthew Fox w,·ites . Where human life and the myst eries a re engaged for th eir 
own sake and where effort is made to share this gift more broadly, there is the Spfrit 
breathing unutterable groans beseeching Cod for us . 

Ma y this search for truth through images lead us to the real isat ion : This is how we 
know what lo ve is : Christ ga 11e up h is life for us ; and, we, too , must give up our lives 
for our brothers. 
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~eab 
JEiaster·s 

fforetuorb 
In writing these introductory remarks each year I've 

usually had most clearly in mind the Year 12 class who are 
leaving the school and for whom this magazine is most 
likely to be a significant souvenir of their school days. 

The same is true this year and I'm sure the class of '84 has 
much to remember which this magazine will call to mind. 
Nostalgia can be an exercise in self deception however, and 
in pondering pictures of camps or seminars or sports days, 
I would hope that you can go beyond the remembered glow 

to what you actually learned from the experience, what it contributed to your growth as a person. 
1984 has not been an easy year for anyone. We began under a great deal of pressure and as well 

as the T.A.E. stresses for the Year 12's there have been the implications of the Beazley and McGaw 
Reports for the Years 10 and 11 . The staff have been working hard to prepare for the proposed 
changes but there has still been that element of uncertainty, that added stress. Hopefully, for the 
staff and those other classes too, the magazine will recall some of the good times and successes as 
well as the pressures. 

Since this will be my last Foreword to a Newman Magazine I'd like to thank all of those who've 
contributed to the life of the School over these last three years. If I begin to list names I'm sure to 
leave someone out and I am loath to take that risk. So thank you to each and all, and for those of 
you who are continuing I leave you with every confidence and my best wishes in the hands of the 
new Headmaster, Br Terry Orrell. 

God bless 
Brother Valerian 

_jf arritltll ~-----------, 
"May God bless you, Brother Val!" said our Head Boy, Gavin Plows, in his valedictory address at 

Speech Night, 1984. We of the Newman Community pray, with Gavin, that the future for our 
retiring Headmaster be filled with true happiness and peace; a just reward, surely for one who has 
given of himself so completely to Newman College over the past three and a half years. 

We recognise and praise in Brother Val his dedication to promoting the Gospel Values within the 
school , and Newman College is the richer for his faith and vision. In 1985, Brother begins work in 
Kilmore College, Victoria, where his duties as Principal of a large Boarding College will surely invite 
the prayerful remembrances of his many well-wishers. 

Godspeed into the future, Brother, and thanks from us all. 
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Back Row, from left : 
J. Aldous - Maths, R.E. 
J. O'Keefe - English 

STAFF 

R. Martin-Beck - Tech. Drawing, Photography 
T. Sprlyan - Phys Ed., Outdoor Ed. 
D . Cormican - Link C ourse 
8 . Fleming - Biology, Physics, Science 
Br Michael - Politics, R.E., Social Studies 
J . Ricciardone - Physical Science, Physics, Science, R.E. 
Third Row: 
M. Gorman - Library Assistant 
P. Anstee - English, Speech and Drama 
H. Young - Bursar 
T. Morgan - Maths 
8 . Willett - Mat hs, R.E. 
A. Cotton - Geology, Biology, Science 
8 . Redding - Phys Ed., Outdoor Ed. 
A. Doyle - Accounting, Bus. Pr. and Practice. 
8 . Down - Politics, Economics, Social Studies, R.E. 
J . Shackley - Computer Studies. 
E. Parker - Librarian. 
J . Hickmott - History, G eography, Social Studies, English. 
M. Sutton - Secretary. 
P. Grafton - Bursar's Assistant. 
Second Row: 
P. Dawson - Business Studies, Shorthand, Typing. 
W. Dzieciol - Maths, Computer Studies, R.E. 
N. Forster - English (Term I only). 
G . Martin - Accounting, Business Studies. 
P. Hogan - History, R.E. 
P. Naylor - Chemistry. 
J . Rayner - Maths, R.E . 
P. Carroll - Physics, C hemistry. 
M. Doherty - Maths, R.E. 
C. Hackett - Geography, Social Studies, R.E. 
E. Murray - Religion Co-ordinator. 
P. O'Dea - Recept ionist. 
L. Hadley - Maths. 
M. Outt rim - Italian, English, R.E. 
S . Pearce - P.E., Health Ed., Outdoor Ed. 
E. Ingram - Laboratory Technician. 
C. Lowry - Home Ee. Assistant. 
I. Hurt - Staff Amenities. 

1984 
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Front Row: 
Sr Decl an - Literature, English, R.E. 
L. Nunn - Lit erature, English. 
M. McKevitt - Art , Home Economics. 
E. C ook - Economics. 
R. McBeath - Deputy Head, Biology. 
Brother Valerian - Head Master, R.E. 
8 . Harvie - Deputy Head, Maths. 
F. Milner - Human Biology, Health Ed. 
L. Ward - Biology, Human Biology, Early Childhood Studies, Science. 
J . Hartzell - French, English. 
8 . Sm argiassi - Home Economics. 
Absent: 
J . Hay - Counsellor, R.E. 
Sr Carmel - English, R.E. 
A. Ruvidini - Assistant Librarian. 
A. O'Sullivan - Bursar's Assistant (from Term II). 

G rounds and Maintenanc e S taff 

Dave Tutt , Brian Dillon, Ken Beeby. 
Not pictured: Les Jacks, Roy Kuhl, Colin Batch. 



IN 1984 
WE 
WELCOMED 
THESE NEW 
STAFF 
MEMBERS . . . 

Miss Wieslawa D zieciol 

AND 
SAID 
FAREWELL 
TO ... 

Mrs Fiona Milner 

Sr Regina (retu~ned from long
service leave) 

M r Barry Fleming 

Mrs Maria Outtrim Miss Judy Hickmott 

M r Ashley Doyle Mrs Anne O 'Sullivan 

Mrs Elizabeth Cook Mr Andrew Cotton 
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Parent's and Friends' Association 
The Association Executive, comprising the Chairpersons of each College P & F Committee, each College Principal, and the Association Chairman and Secretary/ 

Treasurer, had an 'easy' year. This reflected the continuing smooth operation of each College Principal being assisted by an associated P & F Committee, with the 
Association orovidinq an 'umbrella' role. 

Each College would know only too well through their Newsletters of the achievements of each P & F Committee. Suffice it to say the traditional busy-bees and social 
functions were organised and activities complemented the operations of the Mothers' Committees. 

Association activities included co-ordinating the Sporting Clubs for an inaugural 'Oops-a-Daisy' carnival to help fund the proposed Sports Changerooms/ Hall ; 
attendance at the P & F Federation A.G.M.; co-ordinating the Annual Artcenta; and co-operating with the Junior School P & F for the Newman Fair. 

The P & F Executive and the committees would like to thank the Principals for their support of all our activities and to Br Paul and Br Valerian all the best in their new 
appointments. We hope they take with them fond memories of the Newman Community. 

Mrs Marlene McKevitt and Mrs Dianne Walsh helping to set up the Art 
show. (Photo by courtesy of West Australian Newspapers). 
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Artcenta '84 

Dale Henshaw, 
President P & F Assoc. 

This was the tenth year of a very successful event - the Newman Colleges 
Art and Craft Exhibition. It was pleasing to have founding committee 
members present at the Open Night, including Brother Justin as a guest; and 
to receive a congratulatory telegram from Dr and Mrs Brady - co-starters 
with Br Justin of the whole concept. 

The final result of $19,000, equalling last year's record amount, was a fitting 
tribute to the unstinting effort put in by all associated with the function. It was 
pleasing to see many new faces mingled with the'regulars', and as always, the 
support came from all the Colleges, including the 'new' Brigidine Campus. 
The funds go to the P & F Association and are distributed in accordance with 
the three Principals' recommendations via the Association Executive. Not 
only the parents, but teachers, friends, students, ex-students, College 
Administration and Grounds staff were all involved in the smooth running of 
Artcenta '84. As I said last year, it is the Newman Community spirit as much as 
the funds that make this event so rewarding. 

Special thanks must go to Mrs Marlene McKevitt , Mrs Diane Walsh, Mr 
Dave T ult, Mr Colin Batch and Mr Jim Barbetti for their focal roles. 

The Guest Artist was Mr Robert Dickerson, an eminent Australian artist, 
who came 'to open an Art Show' and left an enthusiastic champion of our 
efforts - again a compliment lo us all. 

Thank You! 

Dale Henshaw, 
President P & F Association 

The school is full of 'behind the scenes' people without whom its smooth 
running would be impossible. To the many mothers who work in the Tu ck Shop, 
the Op Shop and the Library, we say thank you. 



The Newman Sporting Complex is now a reality but the dream started many years ago. 
The need for such an amenity has been obvious s ince the first brave souls gamely huddled 
around the big tree and pretended 11 was changeroom, toilet and shelter. Indeed that old tree 
was Newman ·s first sporting complex, its branches the balconies from which many a sport 1ng 
event has been observed. 

Eventually, the playing area of Newman became so vast that too ohen a mer<.-y dash from 
the far nung outfields failed to reach the school toilets 1t1 time and "outsiders" began using the 
grounds on weekends and aher hours. The poor tree1 

But thanks to the foresight and planning by certain school and sporting club committees 
funds were accumulating over the years until at last the dream could become reality . There 
was enough money to make a start. To finish would require the energy of talented, dedicated 
people, state and local government grant assistance, the support of associated sporting clubs 
and school bodies and of course support from you, the students, parents and friends of the 
school. 

We need a fund raising event to draw attention to the building and to entice donation. The 
ideal formula seemed to be a combination of the "Buy a brick" and "Anything goes" 
concepts. But I wanted to make sure that school kids, mdeed most parents, could do more 
than Just attend as spectators. So I devised "fun·n·games" activities around the main 
"Anything goes" area. For those of you who couldn't make it on March 17 last, here's a brief 
outline of the concept. 

The overall title of the day was the "Oops-a-daisy crazy games". Each Newman school 
child and member of associated clubs was given two or three cardboard money bricks in 
which they were asked to collect about $3 (in each). A comprehensive 4 page leaflet was also 
distributed explaining the fine detail of the fund raising event. To gain tickets to the "fun-n
games" area on the day, persons handed in their bricks which became part of a giant money 
wall. They then could play the dunking machines (dunk-a-teacher) , target ball, ride the flying 
fox , scream down the giant slip 'n slide, etc. While they were enjoying themselves in this area 
others were seated on the bank of the main school oval watching 7 teams slip, slide and slosh 
their way through an obstacle course in "Anything goes" or "Fung Olympics" style. Starting 
with the belly flop competition into above ground pool, the contestants had to negotiate 
everything from greased plastic areas, mud pits, rope walls, tyres to constant interference 
from opponents. Meanwhile, Australian cricketer Bruce Yardley and I tried to compere 
events and encourage spectators to donate $50 or $200 to have their names inscribed on 
silver or gold "bricks" in the new sporting complex. 

The food and drink facilities were outstanding in the quality and variety they offered, and so 
many people helped on the day including the 1st Wembley Downs Rovers, students, ex
students, teachers and Newman sporting club members. 

We learned a lot from staging this inaugural event. To see so many people enjoying 
themselves, to realise that we had touched on an idea that with certain refinements could 
become a regular event on the school calendar. The potential is there for an annual 
promotion that would contribute a lot to the maintenaiice and running costs of the new 
sporting complex PLUS bring the Newman School Family together at the start of each 
school year in a fun filled picnic atmosphere. 

Special thanks must go to Dale Henshaw, Graham Duff and committees past and present 
for their hard work in making the Newman Sporting Complex a reality. When you're upon its 
balcony watching a game spare a thought for the big tree opposite. Ii only it could talk, what 
tales it could tell of Newman's proud sporting history. B. Nicholls 
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Year 12 S.R .C. 

YEAR 
12 

Year Heads: Mr Barry Harvie and Mrs Ros emary Mc Beath. 

Year 12 S.R .C. 
Back Row, from left: John Byrne, Tony Asphar, Gavin 
Plows, Todd Beveridge, Tim Whitely. 
Front Row: Kim Smithson, Nikki Lopez, Erin Broderick. 
Absent: Eloise Jones. 

The SRC got off to a flying start this year. All the members were full of enthusiasm and new ideas to make the year ahead as pleasant as possible. Immediately we set 
to work by asking fellow students to volunteer their time in painting the common room. Never had there been such a unique room in the school - one wall plastered 
with pink and black checks, another artistically covered with Willy the Kangaroo, a can of Emu Export, and the Aussie flag (thanks Kim), and the third wall adorned in 
pink and black, bold writing: DON'T PANIC. What could be more appropriate with TAE lurking around the corner? 

The biggest task for the SRC was uniting the year, and that did not happen over night. Allowing the students to participate as much as they could in all school areas 
has brought the year closer together, and that in itself is something the SRC should be proud of. 

The afternoon meetings on Monday were not just held to waste time - not at all - we actually got things done! Gavin was always there, running the procedure of the 
meetings as usual, and trying really hard to extract some ideas out of our brains (who can think on a Monday afternoon?!) I've never seen such a dedicated Head Boy! 
Well done, Gav! That's not to say that Erin didn't do her share of the work. If it weren't for her, we wouldn't have our classy Year 12 leaving jumpers' (thanks darling!) 
With a balance of work and messing around at times, we managed to gain some, if not a lot, of ground. 

The Annual School Ball took weeks of organizing and ringing up caterers, photographers, venues, etc. Things got a little bit hectic with the changing of the venue at 
the last minute, but nevertheless, the ball turned out to be a tremendous success. We had to turn away thirty-odd people as tickets were sold out, and even so, the hall 
was jam packed. The Year 10 SRC did an excellent job of serving drinks, as did the Year 11 SRC with their decorating. 

This year, we were involved with other schools, being invited to Government House, the Churchlands Ball, and to St. Mary's in order to meet other student council 
representatives and pool our ideas. These were great ways of carrying out the job of representing the students as well as the school, and I'm sure the members of the 
SRC benefited from them. 

All in all, the SRC is pleased with what it has accomplished this year. Although we were not able to get our way al l of the time (eg. driving to school), we were able to 
push, beg, and get down on our knees successfully for most of the requests put forth by the students. 

Last, but my no means least, we'd like to extend a special thanks to Mrs MacBeath and Mr Harvie for dedicating so much of their time and effort, and thanks also to 
the class of '84 . 

N. Lopez 
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Mr Redding's 

Contact Group 

Back Row, from left: 
Brad Grant: Ambitions: To operate a crosswalk. 
Roy Bredenkamp: Accountant. "Nobody gets out of life alive!" Hawaii 
or bust 1 

Rod Ding: Mastermind at work, Engineer , Papier Mache Schools, 
Thanks Newman. 
Don Stewart: Retire in Southern comfort at Kalbarri. 
Damian Broderick: Vego, Yum, Yum, - Support your local Armadillo. 
Brendan Mills: If I could have lived my life again, I wouldn't go to 
Newman. 
Middle Row: 
Paul Luff: 
lain McNaughton: "Sudsy" a week in the bath. 
Kim Smithson: Professional kangaroo and sheep controller. Fenes
tellas are go with Hazel, par it Brad, Hey ugly you 're cuddly. 
Narelle Green: Has anyone seen Andrew? Leave school, big holiday , 
get married, have kids, happy ever after. 
Maria Aravidis: Graphic designer, Psychologist, teacher. Extra-
ordinaire .. . just unusual. 
Melissa Wren: P Award for Professional Bin squatting? and Mud fight 
ing. Graphics. 
Andrew Host: Ours aint to question why. Ours is to do or die. They 
never had Newman Day in Stalag 13. Skippy I. 
Peter Raftos: Things ' II be different when the revolution comes -
Hamlet Armadillo. 
Front Row: 
Marlene Byrne: Aim to play at doctors and nurses. 
Cathy Horgan: Mortein doesn't kill flies. Live and let die . Fine art. 
Maria Vocisano: 
Kimble Walsh: 
Simone Raymond: Tree psychology. Spoons have feelings too! Sloane 
00003. Bye Alphonse. 
Lana Dragicevich: Rich and infamous. Journalism. A spo'Jn in time 
saves nine. Sloane 00002. Simon wants to marry a Caroline. Blaaah' 
Absent: 
Andrew Brodalka: 
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Mrs Cook/Sr Regina's 

Contact Group 

Back Row, from left: 
Stephen McMahon: No more pomy bashes in animal' 
Chris Stronach: Either a mercenary in the Congo or a member of 
Monty Python. Ambition: World domination. 
Jay McEvoy: 
Sean Burke: Going to out - worse! worse! where opposites meet. 
Soccer, Armadillos, Parallel bar~, H istory always repeats. 
Gavin Plows: I may have to become a Cleo centrefold now - so what if 
I'm cheeky? 
Middle Row: 
Chris Middleton: "Deeper Deeper" How do you go about collecting the 
dole? 
Paul Fisher: School at Newman was like ... UMM? 
Monique Spanbrook: Stuntwoman '84. Bags not buying the 1st one after 
the politics exam ... hey Rob? 
Jill Neilson: Police Force - where they will teach rrie to keep my eyes 
on my arm, hey 'congratuates'. 
Barbara Haydock: Graduate from a trainer with Ezzy then nu rsing at 
Princess Margaret. 
Rob Andrews: I' ve served my sentence; NOW LET ME OUT OF 
HEREII (Stalag 13) Skippy 3 (Meet you guys over the fence - who said 
there's no escape?) 
Greg Berry: John and Jim were a full bottle. 
Front Row: 
Angela Radici: 
Jackie Gage: 
Kerri Wilkinson: Mortein doesn't kill , it flies. Shades of the next 99. 
Michelle Derksema: Drop a vertical (or a cheeseburger) Ugregs! 
Viviane Antoniazzi: 
Michelle Malaxos: 'For once in my life I'm speechless!' 
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Mr Cotton's 

Contact Group 

Back Row, from left : 
John Byrne: "'Ducklegs" Can't be helped ... I'm gonna be a maths 
teacher ... M . W aldock is a womaniser, charmer. 
Stephen Gangemi: What does a healthy man die of? H oping to be a nice 
statistic for Barry H arvie. 
Michae l Papadopoff: 
K evin Evans: 
S co tt Wright : M any years have gone, from strikes 10 "H.B.", From 
animal to a locked room, And from a drink to "'S.B." (think about it Bill ). 
W e leave chrome dome and his spare part s. 
M ark Dillon: Cheech: M e a sleaze - never! D omg Economics at UWA. 
Adrian Sims: It 's no t what you achieve at school, Jt 's how you achieve 11. 
Barry·s me mate eh Puffy? 
Middle Row: 
Sea n Supanz: 
T ania Ancliffe: 
Su e M cCaughey: 
Jane Cross: Penfold "chic -a-bah", Clive, H ammy, Alfie Noaks, Wine 
taster, member of Cancer Club, pub crawler, "'DO -RE-ME". and -
how's your mother? 
K aren Pt o lemy: Full -time toi let occupant - the last little piggy1 
St ephen Abboll : W as wrapped 111 my birthday present. " Pest Control" 
Fron t Row: 
Andrea Livens: To win the biggest "CHEST" in the W est Quest 1 

Colleen De Lacy: H ow many minutes to go Joe? M oon shoes rule -
Primary school teaching. 
Simone Graffin: Tammi loves M al, Olympic toilet construction team. 
W here's my croissant? 
Nicole Spiro: 
M andy Carr: Cheap and evil. I'd be happy with anything over 10a. Did 
anyone lose their jeans at Ro ttnes t? 
Larissa Ruvidini: I'm not black. I hate Soggy Balmorals, Jabunger, 
cheap and wicked. 
Just one last quest ion - "Who did that Snappy?" 

Mr Down's 

Contact Group 

Back Row, from left: 
Anthony Gallagher: Long live the Pink D er eks. 
Anthony Rose: Confirmed Droogy . Couldn't have made it without J im 
and both Johns. Thanks. Big happy world. 
M ark W ilson: 
T im Trefry : I Don't believe it1 I'm finished. 
Tony A sphar: To Mr Harvie, thanks for the great talks und blow ups. 
Andrew Collins: Thanks to Jimmy, John, Jack for I heir help in the year. 
Todd Simpson: 
Middle Row: 
Peter Noone: 
l vo Evangelista: Another H oward Jones. Long live Philth Inc. Probably 
be a muso. W e all love Clare. 
Louise Bart ell : 
K elly W aters: 
Sarah Gericev1ch: Coppa1 See you down the forum for a milkshake. 
Cheeseburgers rule! Ugregsl 
Amanda S1 c1 1iano: Goodbye Australia1 See you Sept ember '85. 
Greg Pelc: 
Peter L ow: Go on Class of '84. 
Front How: 
Vanessa D e Cmque: Al ias - M ess, D erek, cas ino girl, J01n1ng A.A. 
Penny Cole: (Tree) surgeons. Sloane 00001. Still spoons run deep. 
Happy Beetles Alphonse says "' Bye". 
Anne Shepherd: 
M oya M cN amara: Nursing ... Bu st ·em loose (or no t at all) . 
Donna Agnello: Overseas Traveller - aim to fly high. 
Sue Vu cak: 
Absent : 
Jodie Murphy: 
Prudence L1ngham : I wanna go home! 
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BaLk Row, irum left. 

Mrs McKevitt's 

Contact Group 

Anthony Begov1ch: Goog1e and Orang"' Maide connoisseur. Ambition, to be 
k111ghted "Sir Beggs". 
Mark Patt erson: Sand and bottle bottoms inspector whil st on the dole down 
south. 
Justin Jurc1C1ch: C ommandant of Stalag 13: there is 110 escape (or is there?) 
The tunnel should be finished soon. Skippy 2. 
Paul Power: H ow much do they pay for the dole these days') 
Peter St egena: Engmeer ing UWA. 
Billy McQueen: "M ove over Steven Speilberg, here I come!!! " 
Annemarie Timmings: Any ology job - biology, pathology, zoology, 
physiology, etc. 
Leanne Gibbs: UWA Art s. "Barefoot and pregnant ". 
Fleur Barnard: Looking for cool - and beautiful people. 
Stephen Strack: Couldn't have made it without Jim and John. 
Greg Duffy: ... Orange M aide11 
Sue D1 G1ovan111: Recreation ... full time. 
Julie Radio: Personal Att endant for tall, muscley, sun-tanned, dark haired, 
blue eyed guy. 
Enn Broderick: Sell my giraffe formula to the people. I'll be happy to graduate 
from a tramer1 Thnv1ng on tenners and oranges. 
Gabrielle Phillips: Science UWA. 
Van essa Williams: 
Rose L oU1e: Have a good time. 
Absent: 
M egan H evron: Wish to shave the sides of my head and become Queen of the 
Bikies. 
Stephen Kennedy : 
Anna Perna: L iving 111 the 20th C entury. 
Nicole Sutt on: 
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Mr Morgan's 
Contact Group 

Back Row, from leh: 
Michael Giuffre: 
Paul Buralli: N ext stunt -Jump 14 buses on a moped. M eet Captain Goodvibes. 
Secret member of the G anga Men. 
Luciano Ralllero: 
Paul Stalford: I'm another Jim and John lover too. 
Shane O'Neill: 
Anthony Faulkne,·: 
Stuart Smith: F11llshed, at last! 
Middle Row: 
Sund Narula: It 1s the greatest of all mistakes to do nothing because you can 
only do a little .. . do what you can1 Occupation: Taxi driver - licensed to 
carry four persons' 
Jeff Smartt : Cock-a-doodle-do: back to your pullets 111 (var -sep) - Bertram 
lives. 
Stacey Edwards: Ambition to be a future Nero lover like Donnalee. Primary 
teaching - Colly !! honk-honk. Sculla rules1 Fellow saint lover. 
Mana Berti: 
Michelle B1zzaca: Mister T urbanhead and the moonshoes. A wink a day 
keeps the biologist away. The Old Bull forever. Commerce. 
John Douglas: "Today, tomorrow, always ... sincerity is the key to all dreams··. 
History never repeats. Thanks G av ' 
Franco Ant onello: 
Front Row: 
Bev Rule: Let's spend another "Night 111 Cairo". Cheeseburgers rule1 Ugregs1 
Shannon O'Brien: 
D onnalee Margaria: Dedication to Jarkata and Marlada, memories for Nicole 
and myself. H onk, honk, sculla rules on. Fellow saint lover. 
Enn W est: Sculla and The Sain t rule on. P.S. Primary teaching for me. 
Jodie Huggins: Genus trilobyte. H oodugurus. Cancer sticks, pigtail chop 
26th. Has she had the baby yet? Sculla and saint rule on1 
Eloise ,Jones: Journalism at WAIT. Pointing to the Swan Lake. 
A bsent: 
H elen Kenny: 





Back Row, from left : 

Sister Declan's 

Contact Group 

Norman Lip Me? to become filthy rich (P.S . 13 years is one year too many). 
J ohn Cloc he ny: Arrogant C eltic support er. Arts - History stude nt , a nd 
armadillo. "History always repeats··. 
Peter Foley: "Ro ll over, roll over. So we all ro lled over". 
Todd Beveridge: UWA or bust. Sc hool's ou t but life must go on1 So long ... for 
now' 
Kevin Pe th,ck: Business at W.A.I .T. or as B.V. said, ·• o ff to work··, maybe11 
Middle Row: 
James Marshal l-Calder: Wee! That's it . Peter, there 1s no revo lution, 11 ·s all 111 
your imagination, armadillo. 
Da nny Ruggero: Future rock star. N,ck Cave 1s God. 
S imone Mart in: Aiming for a 16B. Break dancer. 
Nicci Pollock: G o-go dancer. 
Rosemary Ke rsemakers: Belly dancer. Where's my soutne·) 
Corr ina Toschko ff: Film and video maker. Madame X calls the tune11 
"Blaaah". 
Michael Watts: J ournalism - Pulit zer Prize 1999. G e tting ahead in human 
biology. "Blaaah". 
J ohn Cook: Cool waves, war m buzz, and I'm fine! 
F ront Row: 
Jenny Caplin: Primary teac h111g - the last twelve years backwards' . . . Cu te 11 
"Blaaah". 
Nikki Lopez: Law/ Diplomatic Service. IBTC Vice-Pres. Teddy bears, sexy 
legs ai1d Magnum. One big carrot 1 
S tephanie Elson: Either nursing or Emily, I' m here to stay 11 
S ister Declan: 
Alison Sa ul: 
Rit a Cuscuna: Maybe now I can spend more time doing nothing without feel 
mg so guilty - well, at least until Feb. 25! See you at WAIT 
J osephine Daniele: I'm s hort and sweet. Law. 
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Brother Michael's 

Contact Group 

Back Row, from left: 
Michael Waldock: "John Byrne, Holden driver, womarnzer.·· Morty holds 
crown with the big IO, Well done. T hanks to all. 
Paul Whitbread: 
Ju lia11 Urquhart: It has been an expe, ,ence. 
J oe Lopez: So much fo r that!1 
T im Whitely: To Sly, Sa lly and the gang, "Pick up your life off the ground (like 
me). Now back to '741! See you in nu clear physics. 
Damia11 Ames: I'll remember S toneville '84. "Please don' t, Paul". T hanks 
Hosty. 
G erard Fount ain: St alag 13: Dear diary, "No-one gets out of life alive'" so 
we' re going over the fe nce to111ght. All I want for Christmas ,s my other front 
tooth . 
Middle Row: 
Michael Neille: "Baby seal dubber", "Dolphin stabber". Tell Marty, "You're 
too wild". 
Sean Perkin: V.W. 
Linda Savietto: Fellow H.B. lover - bottle opener. Future coge dancer. 
Carolyn Neck: Keep on Necking 111 '85. 
Jane Bassett : Can't buck the system, Madame Lash, red light speoal 
ex traord inaire. 
J anet Davies: Biol al Murdoch has got 10 be better than here' "Blaaah··. 
G len Chidlow: Teacher cum miss10nary. Thanks, Brother Val, for being a 
shining light and an 111spirat1on to me. 
Peter Carboni: Business at Churchlands. Anything will be bet1er than here . 
F ront Row: 
Rosalie Gall ucio: Primary teaching {Go to Churchlands ond be the mus t 
edu cated person 111 the dole queue. 
Sabrina D'Acunto: 
Melinda Pike: Fe llow H.B. lover, hurdler No. I. "Did you know that .. _r 
Q uote from BRI. Fut ure occupat ional therapist. Sc ulla forever. Th,111k,,, 
Newma11. 
Elizabeth Markham: Tall, good-looking teachers are rdl"e. 
Denise Tw,te: O K headbutl stubbies. Then screamll Pacman·) 
Elizabeth Lanigan: Nursing. Six bananas? Easy! Check out the bed ~,de 
manner. 
Absent : 
Andrew Epps: 



In the beginning there was. 
On the first day we arrived, starving, at Manjedal Scout Campsite. To the cries 

of "Is that all there is?" We wondered how we were going to all fit into one small 
dormitory All the better to get to know each other's bad habits. The SEC 'helped' 
by cutting off our electricity that evening. (We all look better in the dark anyway.) 
Mr Redding soothed our nerves with his soulfu l serenades .... And Tommy 
Morgan was pleased with what he had done. (It's called coercion). 

But, in the hours of darkness between the first day and the second day, Tommy 
Morgan was not happy. A 'phantom' bell-ringer, whistle blower and all round 
socialite made his presence felt (and heard) throughout Manjedal at about 4 a.m. 
This slight disturbance cleared up, we attempted to sleep (and failed). On the 
second day, we sett led down to more sessions, more scones, and more pillow
fights. The concert that night was incredible. The Vegemite Kids 'Ode to Patio', 
the Upper Class Snots 'Revenge of Skippy' and the Micromen put on an act that 
was classy but messy and total defied description ... And Tommy Morgan was 
pleased with what he had done. (It's called locking up wrongdoers in sheds for the 
night.) 

On the third day. the mud fight led to the discovery of some Thargoidian Mud 
Men, right here at Manjedal. Captain Kremmen and Carla could not be found, 
though Spod was lurking around somewhere. The Mass that evening was the 
highlight of the camp. Totally prepared by us, the atmosphere was wonderful. The 
dancing afterwards wore us all out so much that we flaked out . . . And Tommy 
Morgan was pleased with what he had done. (l.'s called being clever.) 

On the last day , we rounded off our camp discussions with a wonderful session 
in which we told each other our personal strengths. It was the culmination of three 
and a half wonderful days ... And Tommy Morgan was pleased with what he had 
done. (It's called survival.) 

But seriously folks, we've got to give thanks to everyone for putting up with our 
strange little habits. To Brother Neil, Father Nick, Sister Helen, The Mundijong 
Bakery, Mrs McKevitt, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Mrs Milner, Casa Latina 
Restaurant, Mr Harvie, Sun Hing Restaurant , Mr Hackett, Mr Redding, Mr 
Reddin g's guitar, and not forgetting Tommy Morgan, we give our deepest thanks. 

Lana 
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YEAR 12 RETREAT 
EAST ROCKINGHAM 

At midday, fifth two eager Newmanites exploded on to the East Rockingham 
campsite with a vengeance. Enthusiasm abounded unt il the girls discovered that 
their dormitories were somewhat akin to the Roundhouse, providing a striking 
contrast to the boys' 5-star establishments, complete with all modern comforts. 
Eventually we recovered from the initial shock, only to be "treated" to the camp 
food. Then we got down to business with a paint and paper session which brought 
to light many illustrious Michelangelos. That night we went for a walk led by the 
indomitable spirit of Spryls. 

Next morning we fell out of bed, the girls complaining of the freezing night , and 
the boys listening to Mr Down's enlightening remarks. We then had our first (and 
problably only) edible camp meal, before being given free time to recover doing 
activities including touch rugby, minigolf, darts, pool and table tennis, and visiting 
a shop nearby. On the second night we were treated to a bit of music featuring 
Spryls on guitar (Kenny Rogers anyone?), before enjoying a multifaceted 
intergroup tournament involving many unique games. 

On the third day the sessions continued, each group being ably led by one of the 
following; Brother Jim, Brother Mick, Sister Declan, Mr Spry Ian, Mr Murray, Mr 
Docherty, Mr Down and Miss Smargiassi, to each of whom we offer our sincere 
thanks. 

The camp then culminated with a tearful Mass in which all participated, 
followed by the concert consist ing of several unusual (but highly entertaining) 
skits including Sister Declan appearing as Ms Ricki Rockingham; aerobics; Irish 
jokes, 'Getting Rooted', The last day at Newman; ending with an enlightening 
discussion on the itncacies of nose-picking highlighted by some graphic 
demonstrations. Our thanks to those who participated, especially those who 
appeared in more than one item, (thank you Seanl). 

Then the bonfire (or was it bushfire, Br Jim?) began, complete with 
marshmallows, guitars and Spryl's jokes, after which everyone except Peter 
Stegena celebrated his birthday, complete with shaving cream and his 
'crucifixion'. 

On the last morning the cooks concocted some curried spaghetti for our 
resident Indian, Su nil, whose breath will never be the same again. We then tried to 
break a record in the Caterpillar Walk, but the attempt was thwarted by the 
presence of Erin's long legs and Bella's somewhat shorter ones. 

And so ended four days of sunshine and laughter, with everyone happy with 
their newfound friendship. 

Rita Cuscuna and Stuart Smith 



3Retreat5 
STONEVILLE 

Even with the ominous threat of ram, we all managed to board the bus on that early 
Monday morning. With our eyelids only half-opened, it was a very qu iet bus trip to 
Stoneville, bu t once we arrived there, our curiosity got the better of us. Everyone 
checked out the campsite, some managing to fall into the river try,ng to pretend they 
were Tarzan swinging from hanging ropes' 

The warm-up brought us all to life as everyone raced to an empty chair so as not to 
be left standing and call ing out various names of fruit {you had to be there!) Brother 
Des introduced himself to us, and immediately he was taken in as a friend. The 
barriers between students and teachers disappeared by day, but when it was time for 
bed, it was a different story. Complaints of asthma, midnight jokes and singing, and 
the occasional trip to the Joos, kept teachers up until 3 a.m.! Nevertheless, they 
always managed to storm into our rooms at the not-so-pleasant hours of the morning 
(7 a.m.) to get the act iv ities underway. 

The Stoneville camp was quite an experience. It gave each and every one of us an 
insight into ourselves, the future and our relationships with God. Our friendships 
grew immensely, especially with people caring for the sickies, sitting all snug in front of 
a burning fire. (We had the highest sickie rate, with one student even having 10 be 
brought back to Perth!) 

The concert on the last night was truly ext raordinary. Begga 0ashed another side of 
himself, al though Ommy managed to outshine him in his late night performance 
(lucky the photos didn't turn out, Ommy!) and Brother Val graced us with h,s singing 
talents. I'm sure that wil l be a night we (some more than others) will not forget' 

Aft er a massive clean-up operation the next morning, everyone jumped back on 
the bus for the trip home. It was a good feeling to leave on a high note, with friendly 
messages being written on camp folders, and listernng to "It's just not cricket" over 
and over again. Everyone got back in one piece and rushed home to get ready for the 
big occasion the next night - our school Bali' What an eventful week! 

Thank you to all the students and teachers involved for giving one hundred percent 
of their effort and making the camp a success. We got to see another side of Mr 
Cormican, M r H ogan, Mrs Anstee, Br Val, M r Cotton, Miss Hickmott and Mrs 
M cBeat h, and yes, they are human! A special thanks to Brother Des who co
ordinated the Retreat and made it something special to look back at and appreciate. 

Nicki Lopez 
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It is ~rittei, 
"Un-S unday-ish" 

Lipsticked, rouged , and smart as a pin she stood on the verandah, 
squinting with one azure eye as the sun reflected off her platinum hair 
streaming quick-silver in strands over her eyes. 

Stepping inside, she bent her head inquisitively around the door and peered 
into the comparative darkness of the room to greet the family, then dropping 
to her knees, she lavished attention on the excited terrier who dribbled and 
yelped for recognition at her feet. 

"Hellow Willee", she murmured. Looking up through the strands of fallen 
hair which escaped a vain effort of a pony tail, she suggested casually - "Do 
you want to go visit Kim? We could pick up Simone on the way, if you like". 

Sitting in the large, comfortable leather seats of the battered white Crown, 
she peered over the dim sunglasses into the rear vision mirror as we reversed 
steadily and slowly, with confidence born out of familiarity with the old car. As 
we began our rattling journey, punctuated occasionally with the rumble and 
crunch of well worn gears and jolt of eroded suspension, she suggested 
devilishly - "Let's go and get some lollies!" her face creased into a wicked 
grin, "Come on, I know I'm fat enough as it is, but a bit more won't make any 
difference". 

We strolled into the shop, squinting our eyes to adjust from the glaring blue 
day, and selected packets of ready made up mixed lollies. After exchanging 
our dirty grey coins for the bulging white bags (Oh, worthy exchange!) We 
returned to the Crown, reflecting white and hot in the empty carpark. As we 
rumbled off to our destination, she said with a twinkle in her eye - "Let's eat 
them before we get to Simone's, I don't want to give her any!" 

A puzzling attitude, I thought, but dismissed it as I watched the green lawns 
and brick letterboxes pass us by. Peering into the crisp white bag while trying 
to disengage a sticky toffee from the molars, a sudden thought struck me, and 
I sunk into a session of sweet silent thought. How very depressing it was to see 
the perfect arrangement and distribution of colours of the sweets, so 
attractive to the eye and pleasing to the taste. As I sat in the warmth cast into 
the car by the sun's friendly beams, and heard distinctly the warbling of my 
cheerful companion singing odes to me in her characteristic timbre, the only 
thought I could conjure wa~ that of the tired shopkeeper, patiently placing co
ordinated sweets in bags, tying them up and then marking them for sale. 

An uncomfortable feeling seemed to encase my conscience, a kind of 
uneasiness and guilt at my failure to appreciate someone else's toil. I had been 
eating the lollies in absent minded distraction, destroying the perfect 
combination without a second thought for the co-ordinator's energies. 
Somehow the lollies seemed not so attractive after this thought struck me, 
and with the force of the blow to my conscience, I threw the sweets into the 
glovebox, slamming it quickly as if to capture my guilt inside there, trap it and 
prevent it spoiling the perfection of the bue day. 

Ghos t Story 
There was once a_ young i:nan called Ah Mat who lived in a small village 

called L1pol m Malaysia. _The village was extremely poor so the vill agers did not 
have very much entertainment except for big occasions. So Ah Mat and many 
other bachelors have the same routine eveyday. They go to work in the 
plant_at10ns 1n the morning and come home to have dinner and s leep in the 
evening. 
. One day Ah Mat returned for work as usual but he found the most beautiful 

girl he_ had ever seen in his house. She told him that she was called Solan. Ah 
Mat did_ not ask her what was she doing at his house, even though he kept 
wondering. That night she slept at his house in another room. 

The next morning she was gone leaving no trace. He kept on thinking about 
her the whole day when he was at work, wondering where she had gone to. 
That evenmg he came home and saw her waiting at the door steps of the 
house for him. .. Ah Mat immediately asked Satan, "where have you been?" 
Sot an told him, I went back to my own village." Ah Mat just played along with 
her because he knew that if she had her own home, why would she come to 
stay at his house. 

That night he look extra precautions by sleeping outside her room. But 
agam the next morning she had disappeared. 

The day ended after hours of hard work but Ah Mat still kept on wondering 
where she had gone. That evening on the way home from work he thought of 
a method of catching her. ' 

That night when she was asleep, Ah Mat tied a long thread on.her with the 
other end on his finger. The next morning the trap was sprung and he 
1mmed1ately woke u_p and _ran to the door. He followed the thread quickly, but 
carefuHy and found II st ill tied but only on a banana tree outside the house. He 
1mmed1ately drew his conclusion and knew what hc1d happened and what he 
had lo do. He rdn to find an axe atthe back of the house. He brought it back to 
the banana tree and began to chop it down. The very first cut immediately 
made the last scream of Solan. 

Peter Low 
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Pulling up at Simone's, I saw Larabee, the nimble, black streak of cat, flash 
up the tree and gaze unblinkingly at our rattling white contraption. "Do you 
want to just wait here, I'll quickly run in and get her and then we can go off to 
Kim's?'' "Oh no" replying distractedly I watched Larabee's tail flick and twitch 
convulsively, and the suspicious glance as he squeezed his eyes open and 
shut. 

''I'U come in with you, just wait for me". 
As we passed beneath the shadow of the tree I felt Larabee's eyes bore into 

our backs, and turned just in time to see his tail fli ck in a wave of goodbye as he 
shot further up the tree in search of feline pleasures. 

The hollow knock echoed in the hall beyond the door and we heard the 
thud of footsteps before the door was flung open. Simone greeted us with her 
face split in an esoteric grin, like a child with private foreknowledge of a 
wonderful secret. She stepped back to allow us in, it was then I noticed how 
fine she looked in her purple and black clothes, and, like Rosemarie , how"un
Sunday-morningish-at-Kim's" their garments were. As she stood grinning at 
me, I noticed a subtle awareness about her as she glanced at Rosemarie, most 
obvious in her stance, the blue smoke from the cigarette she held suspended 
in her fingertips trickling upwards, winding about her fingers and hand and 
wrist like a ribbon, diffusing up the length of her forearm, wherein the muscles 
tensed and relaxed in spasmodic, nervous convulsions. "I've just put the kettle 
on, let's have a coffee before we go" she announced abruptly, leading us 
further down into the hall towards the kit chen at the far end. "I've got 
something to show you, just come here," she commanded. 

Entering the loungeroom there was a split second of absolute silence as I 
observed open-mouthed the display before me: Streamers, balloons, plates of 
food, banners all assembled for the moment of surpri5e. And then it came. 

"SURPRISE!!!" Casting an astonished glance around the room, I saw 
people pouring from every possible place of concealment, like the rats from 
Hamelin, like fowls in a farmyard when barley is scattering; from behind 
curtains, behind the bar, from under the chairs, leaping up out of the darkness 
of the staircase. With cries of "Surprise" and "Happy Birthday" and shrieks of 
excitement they cascaded forth in a body, the tinkling silver giggles of the girls 
and the great booming laughter of the boys echoing like the falling rapids of a 
mighty waterfall. Tumbling forth in a flood of eager goodwill they drowned my 
senses with their shower of affection. 

Turning, still open-mouthed in shock and surprise and delight , I saw them in 
their "Un-Sunday-morningish-clothes". Simone, purple and black clad, 
shuddering with laughter, with the black streak-of-a-cat Larabee clutched in 
her arms. 

Suppression 
Strangled by the vines of life 
He is cast , unripened. 
Leashing their deadly grip upon his platonic ideas. 
He suffers the agony of a child, the torture of suppression. 
The juice no longer oozes from his soul with vigour 
But painfully trickles from his imposed bruise. 
Dare to sever these vines and be a victim of dissection. 
Conform is the objective, follow an opposing vein 
And inevitably be classed as a Revolutionary, 
A Communist. 
His vivid , imaginary dreams and inspirations are 
Aborted; (quite legally of course) , at their 
Conception to eliminate their possible birth and 
Consequences. 
Their implantation upon his soul cannot be removed, 
The scar enforced on his mind will remain as a 
Remembrance of his supressed adolescent ideals. 
Void of any youthful emotions or aspirations, 
He is now considered a valued contributory member 
Of a Democratic society. 

Megan Heuron 

Melinda Pike 



It is writteo -
"Nathan Gold-Fish" 

And he went round, and round, and round. Whoosh! Past that real 
imitation green plastic fern. Wow! Like this is really fun , thought Nathan. Peter 
Brock eat your heart out. I'm a thrill-seeker' he thought. No wonder they cal l 
this the Tank of Death. Well, I call it the Tank of Death, he reflected. Enough 
rally driving anyway. Time for some Iron-Fish Aquatic Stunts. Ha, he thought, 
Grant Kenny's got nothing on me. When I get these fins going, I can really rip 
through the water. I always do anyway, he thought modestly_ Pausing by the 
tinted back of the lank, Nathan observed the golden lustre of his gleaming 
scales and the fine athletic sweeping gestures he could achieve by wiggling his 
tail. After winking at himself with one of his rather large, but definitely very 
suave and sexy eyes, Nathan glided over the multi-coloured gravel at the 
bottom of the tank, to settle down and meditate about his Karma and other 
people's problems, because, being such a well adjusted, all-together type of 
fish, he really didn't have too many personal hang-ups or faults. (Well, I really 
don't have any, he thought). 

Nathan Goldfish, Nathan Goldfish, Nathan Goldfish, he repeated quietly 
over and over lo himself as the bubbles rose qu iet ly and broke with a soft pop 
on the surface of the tank. I must be a Jew, he thought. He spun around to 
examine his nose in the tinted surface, but the debonair, sophisticated face 
which stared back at him, with that unmistakable elegance bore no trace of a 
nose whatsoever. No Nose!!! Nathan panicked. Oh right, he assured himself, 
- s light genetical hassle which I must have overcome naturally. Gee, I'm a 
pretty with-it sort of fish, he thought. I'm pretty sharp really, he admitted. Well , 
he thought, lucky for Hitler I wasn't around when he persecuted all those poor 
Jews who unfortunately weren't as capable as I am in defending themselves. 
H itler was a Fascist Pig, he decided. Nathan never ceased to amaze himself 
with the wonderful words he could come up with, - "Fascist Pig", that phrase 
was a real gem, so rhythmic and - saturated - with meaning. I've done it 
again, Nathan sighed, I've outdone myself once more!' What will I think of 
next? he mused. 

Kamikaze Pilot Time, Nathan decided. S tart with a high dive up near the 
temperature gauge, then zoom through his watery sky, a murky green canvas 
on which to paint with vivid imagination the defeats of the"Fascist Hitler Pigs". 

Tension and excitement mounting, Nathan cirded around up high, using 
brilliantly evasive tactics, dodging behind bits of algae and even floating on his 
back pretending he was dead at one stage to really fool the silly Hitler Pigs. 
Nathan's gut feeling was to attack the Fascists, to wreak his revenge, but his 
common-sense compelled him to wait. When the time was right , Nathan 
picked his target and sped with accuracy and precision towards the Head 
Hitler Pig, - then suddenly the cock-pit turned around and Kamikaze Nath 
saw stars and his body took a spiralling nose-dive to the bottom of the tank. 
My God, I'm hit, Nathan realized, as he plummeted down, his gums clenched 
together in agony, the Hitler Pigs claim another victim _ 

Some time later, Nathan woke up on the bottom of the tank, hav ing hit the 
glass in a frenzy of passion. Feeling most refreshed by his recuperation, 
Nathan swore he would get Hitler and wreak his awful revenge - another 
day. 

As Nathan swam quiet ly round and round, past the real imit ation green 
plast ic fern, he reflected over what a great fis h he was. It's lucky I've got such a 
great personality and fantastic good looks and strengt h and courage, while of 
course maintaining my charmingly witty sense of humour and admirable 
integrity, he thought. - Otherwise, he considered, I might get really bored 
living all alone here in this murky green tank of scum, mightn't I? 

Q 
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Megan Heuron 
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"Things I Like" 
When the black and angry thunder clouds and the fluffy white puffs of joy 

run together in a dismal grey dome, when the seagulls scream and wheel over 
the waves that jig and hesitate, tumble and roll , the rain makes the air wet , 
falling in a mist and there is a feeling of damp content, warmed by the orange
yellow flames of the bonfire. The wet seaweed on it hisses and pops, the dry 
kindling crackles and snaps, the smoke pours off in copious billowing masses 
and rises to ioin the srey domed roof of the sky. This is a thing that I like. 

Even on the fine days the beach can be nice. When you go down to the 
beach and you walk up and down and there is a gentle breeze, not too strong 
but strong enough to lift the feathers on the seagull's heads, then if you find a 
shell and you put it in your pocket and you forget about it , it is nice when you 
are vacuuming your room about two weeks later and you put your hand in 
your pocket and you find it there, and you remember how white a seagull's 
feathers are. 

One of the warmest things is when you go down to the lake or park near 
your home and you see an old man with a limp, walking an old dog also with a 
hmp. They go very very slowly, the man doesn't speak and the dog doesn't 
bark, and you feel that they have been together so long that this is an 
automatic routine, and they are so comfortable with one another they don't 
need to speak, they just walk together. And the dog is blind in one eye and the 
man_ has a walking stick, and they are very old, but they are still good friends. 

I like 1t when you are walking home, you pass by a house, and it 's late on 
Sunday afternoon, and you hear sounds coming from that house. The jangling 
of a banJo or the hum and twang of a guitar, or the fluid notes of a clarinet or 
saxophone float down the drive-way to where you are standing, and the air is 
heavy with the musical notes. You know, as you stand there that someone is 
playing it, live and direct, fresh and living, not pre-packaged o~ pre-recorded. It 
is good to think that people st ill take the time to indulge in musical fantasy. 
. If it is raining very hard the only thing to do is go out onto the verandah and 

listen to 11 drumming and rattling on the roof. (You could sit inside and 
complam about the weat her but that would be a waste of time). When the rain 
drives down m sheets, it is very nice to stand under the verandah, you can see 
it hurtling down to splash on the firm ground, you can hear its crashing, 
thunderous dm overhead. The air is cold and fresh, and afterwards the flowers 
can scarcely _lift their heads, they are so heavy wit h rain the trees drip and 
tnckle with liny rivulets of water and rose bushes exhibit drops of crystal 
dripping from the leaves and fl owers. ' 

The best part of the night is when you wake up and you can see the moon 
through a high window, and it is a full moon and the light trickles in through the 
tmy aperture in the thinnest stream and collects at the foot of your bed in a 
silvery puddle. And then it reflects a ll around the walls, and they swim in their 
own p_archment colour, so that_the room looks as though it's underwater, the 
hght _ ripples and dips so. This 1s one of the best things there is. 

I like 1t best when you come home from school and you are very tired, and 
then you see on the table that there is a letter for you , and it's a white almost 
square envelope, and you, name is writt en on it in handwriting. Then you 
realise who 1t 1s from, and 11 s from a dear fr iend who lives a long way away and 
you scarcely ever see her. You read the letter and you laugh and chuckle, then 
you read it agam, _and maybe carry it around for a few days, and read it every 
now and_ then. It 1s nice when something like that happens. 

I also_ hke to go somewhere a long way away on a train. The train clatters in a 
rhythmic pattern, punctuated by gasps and screeches as the brakes are 
applied. the cabms are small and compact, not an inch of room is wasted, and 
the_re 1s a neatness and orderliness about the smooth white linen on the bunks 
which fold up and away into hiding so exactly you could forget they were 
there. And then you go to s leep on the train , its clickety-clack and clatter and 
gasp rhyt hmically lull you to sleep. 

These are a few of my favourite things. Megan Heuron 

Asian Migration 
W_ith all the controversy during these past few weeks about Asian 

lmm1grahon, I feel I should at least stick my nose into it. I know I can't speak for 
all the Asians nor can I speak about all the Australians. 

To begin with , I realize how it feels to be, in a way, invaded by immigrants. 
But one mu_st also real ize that Australia isn't owned by the so called White 
Australian either. The real owners are the Aborigines. When the first settlers 
came to Australia t_hey didn't even think about the Aborigines who owned the 
land. The sett lers Just took the land as if they had inher it ed it. Therefore the 
White Australians have absolut ely no right to say Asians are taking over their 
land or to imply it. 

Secondly, the Asians are not a liability to Australia. On the contrary, in 
factt hey are an asset. They help Australia in the economic, cultural and 
experience aspects. These aspects will make Australia a bigger and more 
respected country . 

. When the Asians, for example the Chinese, migrate to Australia they bring 
with them al l their life savmgs, assets and soon. These capital inlowsw ill cause 
a multiplier and accelerator effect on the economy which is beneficial to 
Aust ralia. The Asians have good experience in many forms of employment 
and _furthermore they are very hard working and have very good overseas 
lrammg expenence. These are a challenge for the Australians to be more hard 
working, to compete for jobs and so on, for the good of Australia. 

Peter Low 



Year 12 Seminars 

This year there were five seminars which together explored the pasts 
and futures of this year's "twelves". 

Our first seminar, held at the Anglican Theological College, began 
with a group of students (all of whom had 'volunteered' - thanks to 
Sister Declan) talking about their experiences, both overseas and 
interstate. Mass and a play recounting the last days of Jesus on Earth 
revealed a few hidden acting talents. 

A John Cleese training film served as the introduction to our second 
sem111ar, which was a contemplation of the future and where each 
member of the Year 12 community might be in a year's time. 

, Our third seminar, held at Florea! Surf Lifesaving Club, looked at I 
'alternatives to the more conventional jobs, with a look at social work 
with Sr Bernadine, and a play depicting life as a street kid. 

Near the end of Term 2, the Year 12s once again visited the Florea! 
Surf Lifesaving Club for a seminar on marriage and sexuality, with , 
guest speakers and group discussions. 

The final seminar of the year was held at the same place early in 
third term, with a meditation and reflection , before heading off to 
Doubleview for a Mass , and back to school for Newman Day to 
complete the day's activities. 
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The exhilaration and enthusiasm of life moving in top gear: you guessed it, it was 'Back to Immaturity' or commonly, 'Back to Marist' Day. 
Mature, or should one say, 'Semi-matured' Year 12s dressed up and joyfully acted the part of 'The good old days in Primary School'. 
The morning agenda opened with skipping, singing, lineup, and of course Morning Prayer, headed by the special V. I.P. visitors from Siena, the fou r angeli c Sisters' ! 
Apart from not making it across to the Junior School for the proposed raid, and not being able to play with pea-shooters and water pistols, the day did hold a few 
surprises. 
Holding on to tradition, the rolling down of the big tin cylinder wrth people cut, bruised and mud-covered inside, was grounded after one shot by the comment, 
"That was a stupid thing to do!" 
But that didn't prevent the 'Avon Descenders' who bravely fought the rapids of the Newman creek, did it, Gavin' 
Well, seeing we, the old 'Marist Men' and 'Siena Sissies' have eventually become extinct, who know what the future may hold? 
Oh, one last word, - settle down to some serious study, O.K.? 
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YEAR 12 AWARDS 

ACADEMIC AWARDS 
English Expression - Megan Hevron 
English Literature - Michael Watts 

Senior Debating and Public Speaking (Br Albertus Memorial) - John Douglas 
French - Helen Kenny 
Italian - Rita Cuscuna 
Maths I - Stuart Smith 

Maths II - Peter Stegena 
Maths III - Rodney Ding 

Maths IV - John Douglas 
Senior Mathematics (V.M. Pervan Trophy) - Rodney Ding 

Physics - Peter Stegena 
Chemistry - Todd Beveridge 

Biology - Janet Davies 
Human Biology - Rita Cuscuna 

Geology - Mic hael Waldoc k 
Physical Science - Elizabeth Markham 

History - Anthony Faulkner 
Geography - Tim Trefry 

Economics - T im Whitely 
Accounting - Greg Berry 

Politics - Mark Wilson 
Technical Drawing - Gregory Pelc 

Home Economics - Colleen De Lacy 
Art - Niccola Pollock 

Ear ly Childhood Studies - Anne Shepherd 
SPORTS AWARDS 

A.C.C. Football Captain - Premiers 1984 - Tony As phar 
A.C.C . Soccer Captain - Sean Burke 

A.C.C . Hockey Captain - Premiers 1984 - Adriam Sims 
A.C.C. Girls' Hockey Captain - Premiers 1984 - Larissa Ruvidini 

A.C.C. Netball Captain - Team A - Melinda Pike 
A.C.C. Netball Captain - Team B - Sue Di Giovanni 

House Swimming Carnival - Green House - Sue Di Giovanni 
A.C.C. Volleyball Captain - Team 1 - Premiers - BiU McQueen 

A.C.C. Girls Volleyball Captain - Team 1 - Premiers - Michelle Bizzaca 
A.C.C. Swimming Captain - Anthony Gallagher 
Age Champion Swimmer - Anthony Gallagher 

Vin Davidson Trophy, Open Boys Swimming Champion - Anthony Gallagher 
Age Champion Swimmer - Jill Neilson 

A.C.C. Swimming Captain - Jill Neilson 
Vin Davidson Trophy, Open Girls Swimming Champion - Jill Neilson 

Sprlyan and Redding Trophy - General Proficiency at Sport - Jill Neilson 
Age Champion Swimmer - Anthony Begovich 

A.C.C. Boys Athletics Captain - Anthony Begovich 
A.C.C. Athletic Aggregate Boys Cup - Anthony Begovich 

Lew Jones Trophy, Open Boys Athletics Champion - Anthony Begovich 
A.C.C. Girls Athletics Captain - Annemarie Timmings 

A.C.C. Girls Cross Country Captain - Annemarie Timmings 
Age Champion Athlete - Annemarie Timmings 

Ila Jones Trophy, Open Girls Athletics Champion - Annemarie Timmings 
Sprlyan and Redding Trophy - General Proficiency at Sport - Annemarie Timmings 

A.C.C. Boys Cross Country Captain - Andrew Host 
Sars Ryan Trophy - Fairest and Best First XVIII Football - Andrew Hos t 

House Athletics Carnival Trophy - Green House - Gavin Plows 
A.C.C . Senior Boys Athletics Cup - Jay McEvoy 

Des and Brian Kelly Trophy, General Proficiency at Sport - Todd Beveridge 
M. McGovern Trophy, First XI Hockey - Peter Stegena 

COMMUNITY AWARDS 
Swimming Pool Supervision, S .R.C. - John By rne 

School Spirit - Andrew Host 
S.R.C. Year Spirit - Kim Smithson 
S.R.C. Head Girl - Erin Broderick 

S.R.C. Singing - Elois e Jones 
School Spirit - Netball Coach - Overall willingness to help - Susan Di Giovanni 

S.R.C. Student Paper - Year Spirit - Tim Whitely 
Monsignor Kennedy Cup - Dux of Coll ege - Todd Beveridge 

J .J . Clune Trophy - General Proficiency, leadership, character - Gavin Plows, Dominique Lopez 
A.B. Cronin Trophy - Conduct, Study, Sport - Todd Beveridge, Anne Shepherd 
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Mr Willett's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Peter Turner, Yusuke Sato, 
Rob Coltrona, Paul McCoy, 
Gavin Barbetti, Richard Le 
Tessier, Jeff Napier, Ted Gatti. 

M iddle Row: 
Clyde Hallick, Silvana Carulli , 
Kellie Properjohn, Jody 
Atkinson, Jenine Goddard, 
Troy Williams. 

Front Row: 
Sally Walsh, Myrna Sim, Fran 
Keating, Mr Willett, Yvette 
Goodwill, Fiona McMillan, 
Sandra Pennycuick. 

Year Heads: Mr Peter Carroll and Mrs Lyn Nunn. 
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Miss Dzieciol's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Anthony Vanadzins, 
McDonald, Shaun 
Damian Gelle, 
McMahon, Phillip 
Shane Connolly. 

Middle Row: 

Connor 
Lohoar , 

Mark 
Wilson, 

David Barlow, Paul Kennedy, 
Alex Bassett, Christine 
Gruszka, Michelle Clarke, 
Mark Ratajczak, Mark Scales. 

Front Row: 
Valerie Radici, Kate Hird, 
Juliana Warnock, Claire Mere
field , M iss Dzieciol , Tanya 
Peruc, Leanna Kelly, Jenny 
Skerritt, Lara Paganin. 



Mr Murray's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Tim Lanigan, Cameron 
Watson, Danny Manning, Ste
phen Beverley, Stephen 
Hamilton. 

Middle Row: 
Andrew Davies, Stephen 
Smith, Fabian Partigliani, 
Michael Carr, Kim Reddin, 
Michael McNulty, Mr Murray. 

Front Row: 
Annette Riley, Anita Sullivan, 
Justine O'Brien, Michelle Ber
mingham, Vanessa Wilson, 
Simone Woodard, Jane Phil
lips. 

M iss Pearce's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Aaron Murphy, Robert Fitz
gerald, Gordon Hill, Dean 
McAullay, Peter Eastwood. 
Middle Row: 
Paul Astone, Philip Wild, Mark 
Pinesi, Marcus Sarich, John 
Sullivan, Paul Carlisle, Colin 
English. 
Front Row: 
Michelle Sheppard, Jane Price, 
Melissa Walsh, Beth Gars
wood, Miss Pearce, Tania 
McGovern, Victoria Carroll, 
Brigid Keating, Tracey Zylstra. 
Absent: 
Samantha-Ann Galloway, 
Gordon Hill, Jackie Pearson, 
Tim Murphy, Tracy Zylstra. 
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Mrs Ward's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left : 
Peter Wheeler, Chris Muir, 
Chris Marzo, Nick Duff, Glenn 
Whitbread, Simon Stafford, 
Steve Calder. 

Middle Row: 
Mark Henryon, Clayton Allan, 
Alison Varang, Michelle Bowie, 
Brendan Peachey, Andrew 
Rinaldi . 

Front Row: 
Marney Holmes, Leah Saba
tini, Simone Pearce, Mrs 
Ward, Vasuki Ponnuthurai , 
Sandra Evangelista, Paula Mar
tino. 

Absent: 
Justin Leeks. 



Mr Beck's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left : 
Nathan Walsh, Simon Fracaro, 
Jason Elphick, Colin T rompp, 
Simon Phillips, Lou White . 

Middle Row: 
Justin Leahy, James Allen, 
Matthew Murphy, Michael 
McAullay, Tony Ryan, David 
Cannon, Michael Henshaw, 
Mr Beck. 

Front Row: 
Robyn Pearce , Susan F raz1er, 
Gretchen Calder, Megan 
Nordek, Dianne Jellicoe, Eliza
beth Price, Anthea McDonald, 
FI ctnce~ Schwdrz bac h, Cris
t ma Vocisano. 

Mr Hackett's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Nathan Wyndow, Stephen 
Hird, Jim Kenny, Todd Scott, 
Jerome Gillman, Rob Cruik
shank. 

Middle Row: 
Rob Van Grootel, Ciano 
Lopez, James B.:mtley, Jessica 
Comber, Erika BelJaars, Alex 
Palumbo, Justin McGovern, 
Andrew Re . 
Front Row: 

Front Row: 
Lisa D'Angelo, Michelle 
Murphy, Alison Kelsal l, Roda 
Hatzistarvridi, Mr Hackett, 
J oanne W heeler, J ulie Pforr, 
Carolyn Jansen, Rosemary, 
Ravi. 
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Mrs Outtrim's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Luke Bermingham, Tim 
McMahon, Danny Gaunt, 
Brad Lawson, David Narbey , 
Peter Slyth. 

Middle Row: 
John Rechichi, Marco Dan
dolo, Wayne King, Maxine Bell, 
Sharon Wheelock, Craig 
Vivian, Steven Harland, 
Marcelo Frangapane. 

Front Row: 
Debra Sudano, Michelle 
De'Atta, Danielle Van 
Kampen, Jonine Hawke, Mrs 
Outtrim, Jillian O 'Brien, 
Sue Kurtis, Emma Phillips, 
Maree Richards. 

Absent: 
C laire Daly 



Mr Fleming's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Mark Harr is, Anthony 
Christie, Matthew Martin, Lee 
McCabe, Graeme Dennis. 

Middle Row: 
Michael Angus, Ken Weyden, 
Greg Moxham, Paul Pavlino
vich, Robe rt Lawrie, Chris 
Brown. 

Front Row: 
Kate Temby, Sue Ranchi, 
Sandra Malekin , Mr Fleming, 
Mary Edwards, Emma Paga, 
Chris Matiuk. 

Mrs Dawson's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Raelene Martin, J oanne 
O 'Brien, Sheila Hogan, Tim 
Clear, J ennifer Stewart , 
Debbie La mb, Melinda 
McNa ughton, Catherine 
Gallen. 

Front Row: 
Tina Strawhan, Melinda Kailis, 
Michelle Everett , Mrs Dawson, 
Joanne Black, Michelle 
Loncar, Lorraine Warnock. 
Absent: 
Anthony J ohnston. 
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Mr Naylor's Group 
Year 11 

Back Row, from left: 
Craig Otley, Rick Toovey, 
Andrew Watts, Myles Millard, 
Pa ul Mart in. 

Second Row: 
Shane Davies, Anthony 
Bromley, David Sommers, 
Michael Laslett , Mark Rengel, 
Martin Crewes, Laurence 
Chin, Frank Cardinale. 

Front Row: 
Michele Rodier, Leila Madsen, 
Bianca Di La nzo, Kathy Swi
atec, Mr Naylor , Danielle 
Palmer , Katrina Hicks, Deanne 
Plows, Suzanne Bolger. 



I I 
BALDIVIS CAMP 

With all sentimentalities aside, I can honestly say that the Year 11 Baldivis camp was 
a truly marvellous experience. For three days, we all participated and worked as a 
unit, sharing chores, rooms and, most of all ideas. We had a spacious hall for activities 
as well as a gamesroom, and even though the flies could be bothersome we didn't 
complain, well, at least not much. It was surprising to see everyone, teachers and 
students alike, wholeheartedly enjoy the bushdancing the Olympic nights. The 
culmination of the retreat, however, was the mass in which everyone contributed 
their talents. Prayers, readings, communion, music and singing, they all combined to 
make a beautiful experience. After a tiring but enjoyable few days, we stopped to 
reflect on our new found friendships, not only with others but, with ourselves. 

Even though it was a drizzly, wet morning on the 7th May, we braved the elements 
and set out to the campsite at Camp Simon, Araleun. After settling in, we assembled 
in the hall and were then directed to the biggest endurance test of our lives - Lunch! 
We must however be truthful and say that the food was quite edible. 

For the next few days there followed a series of discussions, activities and games 
mingled in with a few shaving cream fights and "dorm raids". However , the camp 
achieved its theme, that of togetherness through one way or another. 

We would like to thank Brother Des from the Marist Retreat Team who kept the 
camp going despite the wintry conditions. Our thanks also to the team of teachers 
who attended, Mr Carroll, Brother Michael, Mr Murray, Mrs Outtrim and Mrs Cook. 
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POINT PERON C AMP 
Those of us lucky enough to have the privilege to be selected to go to that 

luxurious campsite at Point Person will know what I'm talking about when I say it 
was 'great'. But seriously, it was an enriching experience where we practised 
accepting ourselves as well as others. 

Point Peron was a place, a nice place, a place with character, a place where 73 of 
us and seven of them teachers and a travelling Maris! Brother were stuck for three 
and a half very wet days. 

It was a chance for all of us to let loose and not worry about the consequences, 
and escape from the pressures at school, and no HOMEWORK! 1 Here are just a 
few examples of the goings on I'll have to explain a little background info on this one. 
It was a dark night, and an eerie full moon was shining. A few innocent people 
decided to go for a stroll. Back at camp screams of terror were heard echoing 
through the darkness; the werewolf had struck again! On the same night it could be 
observed that one boy was walking around with a large lock around his neck. It is 
still now known how it got there. Many people were very high in spirits most of the 
time, except those who were covered in shaving cream. We got up to everything on 
the camp, from holding up in old bunkers to basketball in the rain. Someone even 
forgot (?) to take his clothes off before going swimming. All of those sessions with 
Brother Jim must have affected our minds somehow. Some of us found out that 
teachers were human after all. 

It was a great time and I think everyone got something out of it, even if it was 
bruised legs and blisters. The only bad thing on camp was the rising of the sun too 
early after so little sleep, and the strange smells that emanated out of one of the 
dorms. Thanks to all who made the Camp so memorable and put so much effort 
into it. It was really something to remember about Year 11, '84. 

Greg Moxham 
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When God Made Mothers 
God created mothers on the sixth day, 
Working late, an angel by his side. 
"You're doing a lot of fiddling on this, Lord." 
"I know, but such specifications -
It needs to be completely washable, 
But not plastic. 
It must have one hundred and eighty removable parts, 
All to be replaceable. 
Black coffee and left-overs - it's diet. 
A kiss to lure evervthinq, 
And six pairs of hands! cried the Lord. 
The angel added with a whisper, 
"Not twelve hands, Lord. 
Give her the burden of only two." 
"Yes, but a great problem is the eyes. 
She needs three pairs. 
One to see through closed doors. 
They see what her children are doing. 
The second in the back of her head, 
For they must see what she shouldn't, but must, know. 
And the third to see her child in trouble. 
Then she can say, 
'I understand and love you' ". 
"Leave this problem to the morning, Lord. 
All will look better in the morning light." 
"But not while I am so close. 
This model can heal itself when sick; 
On half a kilo of mince feed six. 
And give a shower lo a nine year old." 
"It's too soft", adds the angel circling her, 
"But tough, 
It's endurance, unimaginable. 
It thinks, reasons and compromises." 

The angel bent, ran a finger across her cheek. 
"A leak?" she asks. 
"A tear. 
A tear for joy, sadness, 
Disappointment, pain, 
Loneliness and pride." 
"You' re a genius", exclaims the angel. 
Sombre the look of the Lord as he replies, 
"I didn't put it there." 

Why I Am Here 
I began as one small cell, 
Multiplied and I found: 

A heart to love with, 
A brain to think, understand, reason, 
Eyes to see, 
Lips to smile, 
Arms to embrace, 
Lungs to breathe my first breath. 

The breath of this world. 
Small, insignificant, 
I came into this world , 
Ready to love. 

I grow in love with my family , 
My friends to laugh with, 
To weep with 
And give me courage. 
But they hid me from the world. 
A world of hate, 
Loneliness, 
Selfishness. 

I've come to love, 
To help others love. 
Can I change the world? 
Perhaps those around me may love. 
But I am faced with a terrific task 
To change all hate to love. 
But I have hope. 
I came into this world , 
And I am ready to love. 

Brendan Peachey 

Brendan Peachey 
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It is wri tt~r, 

Aeroplane JeUy 
The planes come flying 
Way up high 
Silent in the midnight sky 
They drop their bombs as they go by 
And napalm sticks to kids 

Phosphorus and petrol gel 
Raises a putrescent smell 
Of bodies barbecued in hell 
And napalm sticks to kids 

The jelly envelopes your head 
Burns the bodies of the dead 
And melts your face like it was lead 
And napalm sticks to kids 

A weapon made by Uncle Sam 
To burn the men in Vietnam 
Has turned their children into Jam 
'Cos napalm sticks to kids. 

,., 

Martin Crewes 
(Winner, Young Writers' Comp 

Poetry Section) 
The Wind 
The Wind was in the withered heath 
But in the forest stirred no leaf, 
There, shadows lay by night and day, 
And dark things quietly crept beneath. 

The Wind went on from West to East, 
All movement in the forest ceased, 
But shrill and harsh across the marsh, 
Its whistling voices were released. 

It left the land and took its flight 
Over the dark seas of night, 
The moon set sail upon the gale, 
As stars were kindled to leaping light. 

I Watched a Show on Tuesday Night 
I watched a show on Tuesday night, 
I didn't catch its name. 
The sets were dull, 
Contestants spare, 
The compere much the same. 

On Wednesday night , and Thursday too, 
My anger I couldn't contain. 
Black and white repeats I saw 
Of "Kung-Fu ... and Don Lane . .. 

Friday night was the absolute height 
With Bert Newton's same old New Faces. 
With a fixed stare, I tore out my hair 
As these Loons were put through their paces. 

"A change", I cried, "is what we need, 
Something exciting and vital. 
A show with class, a cooking class, 
Even some news that is dismal. 

Current affairs, camels in pairs, 
A talk show that is dopey, 
Cartoons that are funny, 
Stuff like Bugs Bunny, 
Or even a brand new soapy. 

But, as I flicked through my lift-out 
It was plain there was no way that I'd lick it. 
Once again, like last year 
It was just as I feared, 
It was cricket, cricket and cricket .. 

Jim Kenny 

Louis White 



The Dream World of all the Best People 
I smile, they smile. 
Everyone's polite. 
The cutt ing web of 
Propriety binds 
All hate, dislike. 

Beautiful, the blood red 
clawed hand of fri endship. 
The poison compliment 
Delivered with gracious 
Sou llessness. 

Muted light shadows 
Soft furnishings -
Pale insects 
Slowly fl owing 
Golden venom. 

Untouchable, 
Empty echoes in 
Exotic seashells 
All the blinding white 
Brightness of a mushroom cloud. 

Sumbolic of the Ultimate 

"Escape!" 
The harsh sound of his voice echoed in the boy's mind. 
"Don't bother coming back". 
And the tear streaked-face of his mother, 
Impressed firmly on his mind, 
Haunted him, as he stalked the dark, gloomy streets like 
An alley cat. 

The bond that had held them together 
Had gradual ly worn thin, 
Until it finally snapped, 
Repulsed by the senseless drinking, 
The cruel, merciless beatings, 
He fled. 

Alone and embittered, 
He searched for love and acceptance. 
Perhaps he could find it, 
Hidden somewhere in that cold, brick jungle. 
And as he wandered, the warmth and 
Comfort of his mother's love, 
Flickered and burned within him 
Begging him to return. 

But to no avail 

Jennifer Skerritt 

His aching and swollen body rekindled virulent memories, 
And he vowed never to go back. 
The lonely, dejected youth 
Continued to search. 

Then a pale, thin face, with hollowed eyes 
Appeared from the shadows, 
And a quivering outstretched arm 
Beckoned him to come. 
So eager for companionship and acceptance, 
He willingly responded. 

The sharp, slender needle gently pierced 
His skin, 
As one solit ary, crimson droplet surfaced. 
He waited, and a conglomeration 
Of bright and mottled pictures filled his mind. 
Detached from gravity and sound, 
He was on his way to paradise. 

Orphanage 
Lonely, lonely, the lank, dull curtains hang, 
Covering dreary windows of nothing. 
Night - no sound, a quiet monotone of 
Lifeless beings, sleeping. 
Wind coughs abruptly, but nothing 
Can disturb the alreadv misused walls. 
Morning breaks, the dark stingy corridors 
Are s till cold, with no penetration of 
Warmth, no feeling, no nothing. 
The playground's rusty remains creak 
On and on and on .. 

Sue Kurtis 

Sally Walsh and 
Gretchen Calder 
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Saturday Crow d 
Under the perspiring mist of a winter's aft ernoon, 
As crowds gather under the broken tent of the stadium, 
The pierce of horns and motors rattle the air . 

Lashing out its tail with stinging flicks, 
The wind gnaws at the emptiness of the air. 
The shrilling siren is lost among I he sea 
Of raucous cawing. 

Row upon row of cardboard bodies, 
Swimming in their ocean of cold pies, 
Dripping sauce, empty crisp packets 
And the stale odour of warm beer. 

Litt er gutters the concrete pathways, 
As the men in white uniforms signal 
The onlookers. 
The drizzling rain drums down 
Like the death beat of the tom-tom. 

Me 
Unt o this world a new child was born , 
Innocent , pure, life untouched. 
No grudges to bear, regrets to hold, 
No sad memories, only the future. 
A child's mind knows not of sin. 

A baby boy; a mother's delight, 
"He looks like his father, with the head of his mother." 
A bundle of joy and sparkling interest , 
The realisation of nine month's waiting. 

The first -born son; a young father made proud, 
The "fl.!zzy" photograph handed around at work, 
A few celebration drinks, all on him, 
In the name of his own flesh and blood. 

A boy's life story remains untold , 
But in these pages will begin to unfold. 
Who is this child whose eyes cannot see? 
Why, 'tis I, who else; it's only me. 

The Awakening City 
Seven o'clock. 
A morning mist falls on the city like a shroud 
Stifling sordid memories. 
Grim buildings stand erect 
Like tombstones. 
Stained concrete visages 
Glare contemptuously through the smog 
At the mean minded men in pinstriped suits. 
Thev are everywhere, 
Like bees from a hive, petty bureaucrats swarm 
From the subways. 
Accountants, stockbrokers. 
They prepare to meet their materialistic Mecca. 
Sunlight leaks through the thick fog 
Revealing pale countenances. 
They stare impassively, 
Ignorant of the guilt which lies heavy 
On their shoulders. 

Mum Cares 
Mum cares and always will 
Sometimes the world forgets but she loves me still. 
Mum forgives me and will until the end of time 
Because she's my fail hful loyal friend. 
At times I try and h;de my face in shame 
But there is no place she isn't aware of. 
I can't escape her watchful eye 
While on the earth or in the sky 
She's ever present 
She's always there to take me in her tender care 
She binds the wounds 
She mends the breaks 
When a ll around the world forsakes 
Someone who cares and loves me s till 
And mum's the someone who always will. 

Emma Pogo & 
Jullian O'Brien 

Danny Manning 

Mark McMahon 

Pauline McNamara 



YEAR 11 SRC REPORT 

Once again we find ourselves at the end of another school 
year , and what a great year 1984 turned out to be! The S.R.C. 
were kept busy throughout organizing several functions. 

The first major event was our social, 'Ancient' or more com
monly referred to as 'Toga' night. This social appeared to be 
enjoyed by all and it was good to see almost everyone in their 
togas. 

During second term we experienced our first School Ball. 
We spent many hours organizing the task of the ball decora
tions, but it was well worth it. Everyone looked fantast ic - the 
guys decked out in dinner suits and tails, and the girls looking 
stunning in their beautiful ball dresses. 

Third term was Newman Day where year 11 were in charge 
of the food stalls. Now we are in the process of preparing the 

two, final major events. The first is the Final Seminar in which Back Row (from left): Robert Fitzgerald, Jessica Comber, Simone Woodard, Jenine Goddard, 
we have been let loose to totally or~nize, under the much Simon Fracaro. 
appreciated guidance of Mr Murray and Mr Hackett . Front Row: Ric Toovey, Lara Paganin, Danielle van Kampen, Michael Angus. 

If tradition holds true, then this will be a memorable day. Absent: Peter Wheeler. 
Then finally our last social event is our river cruise. This night i-------------------------------------, 
should hopefully be the climax to the year. 

Many thanks to Mrs Nunn and Mr Carroll for all their support, time and advice, and also to my fellow S.R.C. members, it was great working with you. And of 
course thanks go to you, the Year 11 students whom we have represented, I hope we succeeded in your expectations of our work and I hope we did O.K. 

Lara Paganin 

~octal 
This year our social was held at the Junior School hall under the theme of Toga'. 

Most turned up in their precious togas, which very much resembled the previous 
night's bed sheets. Among the highlights of the evening were; the scantily attired 
Mark Rengel who, for a while there, took over the dance floor. Of course we couldn't 
miss the grape fight, especially those who had to clean up after it , and ... 4-wheel 
drives - need I say more? Even though we had a few problems trying to get the D.J. 
to play some decent music, most enjoyed themselves. Thanks to the Year 11 S.R.C. 
for organizing the evening. 

Lara Paganin 
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This year as part of our Religion Syllabus, we attended several Seminars. 
They were held at different venues, each with a theme relating to our lives. 
During these Seminars we were involved in films, activities and discussions. 
They mainly dealt with problems commonly related to our age group and I 
feel they were successful in achieving their goals. 

The last Seminar was most meaningful to all who attended. It was 
organised around the theme 'Changes' and was held at the Florea I Surf Life
Saving Club. It was enjoyed by all. The highlights were the skits by Tim, Kim, 
Ric, Martin and Mic. Thanks must go to the S.R.C. for organising this final 
Seminar. 

Special thanks to all the students and teachers who made the Seminars 
successful and to the R.E. teachers, especially Mr Murray and Mr Mackett 
who were the motivating forces behind the year's Seminars. 

Lara Paganin 

..,. b~ 
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YEAR 11 AWARDS 

ACADEMIC AWARDS 
English Expression - Christine Matiuk 

English Literature - Jim Kenny 
Debating and Public Speaking - Michael Angus 

French - Myrna Sim 
Italian - Rosemary Ravi 

Maths I - Megan Nordeck 
Maths II - Tony Ryan 
Maths III - Myrna Sim 

Maths IV - Melinda Kailis 
Physics - Lawrence Chin 

Chemistry - Tony Ryan 
Biology - Jody Atkinson 

Human Biology - Jennifer Skerritt 
Geology - Jerome Gillman 

Physical Science - Craig Vivian 
History - Jason Elphick 

G eography - Ken Weyden 
Economics - Andrew Rina ldi 

Politics - Simon F rac aro 
Accounting - Tony Ryan 

Technical Drawing - Robert Lawrie 
Home Economics - Julie Pforr 

Art - Beth Garswood 
Early Childhood Studies - Alison Kels all 

Secretarial - Busines Studies - Melinda Kailis 
G eneral Computing - Connor McDonald 

SPORTS AWARDS 
A.C.C. Netba ll Captain 'D' team - Sue Ronchi 

A.C.C. Netball Captain 'C' team - Danielle Van Kempen 
Age Champion Swimmer - Gavin Barbetti 

Age Champion Athlete - Connor McDonald 
Alex Brown Trophy - Most outstanding A.C.C. athlete - Connor McDonald 

Age Champion Athlete - Kellie Properjohn 
Age Champion Swimmer - Sharan Wheelock 

COMMUNITY AWARDS 
Contribution to Camp - Janine Goddard 

Contribution to Contact Group - Todd Scott 
Contribution to Contact Group - Simone Woodard 

Contribution to C ontact Group - Simon Fracaro 
Contribution to Contact Group - Christine Matiuk 

School Magazine - Greg Moxham 
School Magazine - Lara Paganin 
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Mr Cormican's and 
Mrs Shackley's Group 

Year 10 
Back Row, from leh: 
Royce Gatti, Neil Vucak, Scott 
Fallens, Timothy Bnstow
Stagg, Brandon Pike, Matthew 
Joyce, Chris Beverley, Mat 
thew M,ddleton, Ben Newton, 
Julian Forte. 
Middle Row: 
Mrs Shackley, Nathan Darby
shire, John Slyth, Brendon 
Ashby, Megan Lowry, Felicity 
Cooper Chene Waters, 
Lesley Cah,11, Peter Howie, 
Greg McGovern, Nicholas St, 
han, Mr Cormican. 
Front Row: 
Rosanna R1cc1ardello, Andrea 
Tenger, Sham, Green, Wendy 
Kirwan, Helen Marchesan1, 
Bethaney Ch,dlow, Naomi Will 
mott, Roberta Paratore, 
Monique O'Neil. 
Absent. 
Susan Donovan, Justin Ryan. 

Year H eads: Mr Jack Aldous and Mrs Jo Hartzell. 
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Mr Martin's and 
Mr Hogan's Group 

Year 10 
Fourth Row, from leh: 
Liam Walsh, Carl Condi
podero, John Pancraz,, Justin 
S tevens, Lorenzo Berti, Craig 
Pelusey, Joseph Grech. 
Third Row: 
John Donaghey, Darryn Bnce, 
John Tasovac, Steven McDo
nald, Paul Veder, Michael 
Celenza, David Henshaw, 
Leigh Willison. 
Second Row: 
Mr Hogan, Alison Kmg, Cyn
thia Ruv1d1ni, Anita Micheli, 
Lou,se O'Malley, Ana Foley, 
F rancme Elliott, Emma 
Garvey, Elizabeth Horgan, 
Nicola Burton, Mr Martin. 
Front Row: 
Lechelle Arculus, Kerry Leem
bruggen, Debbie Mansell, Lara 
Skewes, Kate Jonssen, Karen 
Cummins, Virginia Vlatko, 
Tma Rechichi, Karen Newby. 
Absent: 
Sister Carmel. 



Mr O 'Keefe's and 
Mrs Gorman's Group 
Fourth Row, from leh: 
David D1gnam, David Ruggier, 
Mark Brennan, Michael 
Szakacs, Scott McDonald, 
Martm Simich, Derek Nelligan. 
Third Row: 
Michael Kersey, Paul Grant, 
Greg Fisher, Sean Carmody, 
Donald Gangemi, Anthony 
Mann, Andrew Henryon, 
Drew Elliott , Kirwan Williams. 
Second Row: 
Mr O'Keefe, Leanne Begovich, 
Jenny Crogan, Genevieve 
Spiro, Alisa V1skov1ch, Mane 
Meyer, Leila Jabbour, Mrs 
Gorman. 
Front Row: 
L12a Condelli, Amanda Walsh, 
Penny Burkett , Gabrielle Hal
lick, Louise Angus, Rolenda 
Ranieri, Gina Palazzo, Colleen 
Leembruggen, Ahsan Pegrum. 
Absent : 
Catherine O'Malley. 

Mrs Hadley's and 
Mr Doyle's Group 

Back Row, from leh: 
Chris W1U1ams, Mark Rahos, 
Patrick Burke, Jason Venning, 
Hugo G,ordano, Damian Field, 
Nicholas Ellery, Alexander 
Spadaccini, Greg Myers, 
Damien Siciliano .. 
Middle Row: 
Mrs Hadley, John Galluc10, 
Philippa Malkin, Suzanne 
Pearson, Anne Rose, Rachel 
Nordeck, Mary Anne Hogan 
Jennifer Camilleri, Rosemary 
O'Hare, John Croh, Mr 
Doyle .. 
Front Row: 
Sonya Supanz, Tracy Standen, 
Karen Andrews, Lisa DiRosso, 
Jeananne Beesley, Laura Bre
denkamp, Cat henne Meegan, 
Justine Meyer, Natalie Leeks. 
Absent : 
Ma1ella Conceicao, Janet 
Hams, Andrew Irvine, John 
Kelly, Rebecca Martin, Leona 
Paindelh, Andrea Walhs. 
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Fourth Row, from left: 
Darnel Sheehan, Chnstopher 
Kelly, Wilham Murphy, Justm 
Ferrante, Anthony Maslin, 
Michael Lee, Gregory H inch
cliff. 
Third Row: 
Richard Greedy, Anthony D1 
Camillo, Travis Cranley, 
Richard Eddy, Leone Radie,, 
Anthony Calder, Trevor 
Walker, John Kenny, David 
Collins. 
Second Row: 
Mr Rayner, David Baumgartel, 
Chnsune Ronch1, Peta Alex 
ander, Geraldine McPhatl, 
Sara Varang, Simone Barter, 
Lisa Gilbert, Paul Hanrahan, 
Miss H1ckmott. 
Front Row: 
Kathryn White, Tracy O'Bnen, 

J Sue-Ellen Paull , Knstme Boyle, 
Colleen Sulltvan, Danelle 
Somers, Alison Brown, 
Tamara Galloway, Nadia 
Pagarnn. 



Fourth Row, from left: 
Paul Ga21a, Adam Lagun, Ian 
Parker, Paul Bailey, Martin 
Nice. 
Th1rd Row: 
Grant O'Rouke, Damien 
Clarke, Steven Foster, Paul 
Herrington, Paul Sttrhng, 
Jeremy Thomas, Paul Mil 
hngton. 
Second Row: 
Mr Doherty, Melinda Lawson, 
Julie Marshdll, Deanna Zanott,, 
Delia Richardson, Lisa Fan 
nos,, Lynette Sddleir, Marhsa 
Cain, Amanda Black, M,ss 
Smargiass1. 
Front Row· 
Sandra Corc,a, Mary Anne 
Smith, Suzanne H,ggms, 
Angela Power, Kathenne 
Duffy, Juhe Grove, Christine 
Daws, Carolyn Watts, 
Amanda Walker 
Absent: 
Amanda Mclauchlan. 

Back Row, from left: 
Paul Gerarchi, Simon Watts, 
Ben Cohen, Robert Bucat, 
Chris Farquhar. 
Third Row: l 

Chris Maritn, Marco Calarese, 
John Laming, David Patroni, 
Patrick Noone, Mathew 
Hevron, Matthew Strack, 
Dean Robinson. 
Second Row: 
Mr Ricciardone, Rebecca 
Hughes, Janine Abbott , Leah 
Broderick, Victoria De Knock, 
Sally Hall, Jocelyn Power, 
Catherine O'Shea, Sally Smith, 
Claire Sands, Mrs Anstee. 
Front Row: 
Marion Walker, Annette 

Mr Ricciardone's and 
Mrs Anstee's Group 

Year 10 

Lucca, Jodie Fracaro, Belinda , 
B0senberg, Louise Turley, j 
Adrienne McNamara, Gene- ~ 
vieve Mills, Paula Costello, Ste 
phanie Kannis. 
Absent: Darren Dwyer. 

. 
'f"J 
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Mr Sprlyan's and Fourth Row, from left . 
Mrs Milner's Group Stephen Colgan, Michael 

Year 10 Wear, Dean Hill, Christopher 
'-"---...--..--..... ..,......,.. Ronson, Michael Gallagher, 

Edwardo Frangapane, Bradley 
Tw1te. 
Third Row: 
Martu1 O'Sullivan, Just111 Ptol 
omey, Paul Craig, Paul 
Hampton, Michael Faulkner, 
Craig Patterson, Jason Gia 
come!, Mark Strawhan. 
Second Row: 
Mrs Milner, ZeiJko Delre, 
Monique Walker, Gabrielle 
Bosenberg, Sara Moscardirn, 
Fiona Snashall, Richelle 
Madden, Kane Sarich, Mr 
Sprlyan. 
Front Row: 
Sharon Nowroiee, Eleanor 
Hyman, Judith Calder, Paul111e 
McNamara, Monique 
Broekman, Katrina Dyson, 
,Joanne Lawrie, Leanne 
Agnello, Louisa Martino. 



YEAR IO SEMINARS 
The seminars this year were enjoyable and rewarding occasions. "What you put in is 

what you get out", is something we were reminded of during Speech Night, and this 
applies especially to the seminars. I believe that everyone, teachers and students alike, 
put in a great deal of effort to make the seminars work, and were rewarded with success. 

The various themes, some of which were 'getting to know you', 'family', 'careers 
information' and 'drugs and alcohol', were all relevant and important topics, about which 
we learnt much interesting information. We were fortunate to have many interesting 
speakers come and talk to us. The last seminar was as 'Ethnic Sports Day', a fun day with 
teams from 'Italy', 'United Nations', 'W.A. Gold', 'W.A. Black', 'Eastern States' and the 
'U .K. and Ireland'. The day was enjoyed greatly by all who were involved. 

Thanks are due to the speakers and all the staff and students who worked so hard 
incontributing to the success of the seminars. 

Nicholas Ellery 

SCENES FROM THE ETHNIC 
SPORTS DAY 
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CAMPS 

Year 10 Camp - August 

Year 10 Camp - May 
The camp was an enjoyable and rewarding experience for all involved. The theme 

was Community. There were several variations on this theme, Interdependence, the 
Real Me, Sharing, and others. We were split into groups, with a leader and teacher · 
supervisor. All the group members participated on equal terms, discussing the 
'community' based topics. 

We were lucky enough to have two excellent and interesting speakers. Ron 
Alexander (coach of East Fremantle) gave us a thought provoking talk on 
interdependence. Dr M. Skerritt gave an interesting and informative talk on sexuality, 
and the church's views on it. 

The teachers did a great job organising the camp. Thanks especially to Mr Aldous, 
Mr Ricciardone and Sr. Carmel. 

1l1e concert was a highlight, especially the performances by the two drama groups. 
Overall it was an experience to be remembered. We all had a great time, while 

learning a lot about our relationship with others. 

Nick Ellery 

All involved in the camp felt it to be a worthwhile experience. Our theme was 
'Community', and there were several variations - 'Interdependence', 'The Real Me', 
'Sharing' and others. We formed groups with a leader and supervisor, participating in 
activities and discussing the 'community' themes. 

We had two interesting speakers - Mr R. Alexander who spoke about 
interdependence and gave us a new outlook on our lives and what we are doing with 
ourselves, and Dr M. Skerritt, who spoke on many aspects of sexuality, including the 
Church's view. 

Our thanks to everyone who made the camp go, especially the camp leaders, all the 
teachers and, of course, the cooks. A special thanks to Mr Aldous, Mr Ricciardone 
and Sister Carmel, also to Mrs Anstee and Mr Sprlyan who contributed so much to 
the fishbowl discussions, and to the drama groups who performed two plays. 

I feel that overall it was an enriching and rewarding experience. 

Joanne Lawrie 
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Work Experience - May 
One of the highlights in our Year 10 programme this year was our work 

experience week. It turned out to be a greatly successful and enlightening 
experience for all concerned, and there were many positive reports from 
parents and students alike. As many of us are considering what career to 
choose, it was a revealing look at the world we are headed for. 

Our thanks to all the teachers, and especially Mr Cormican who helped to 
prepare and organise the programme. They did a terrific job. 
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Work Experience - August 
The work experience programme this year was a great success. At a time 

when most students are considering what career to choose, it was a 
welcomed excursion into the 'real' world of work. Thanks to Mr Cormican 
and the staff members who did a great job organising it. Most parents had 
some positive comments to make: 

"He enjoyed it immensely" 
"Definit ely a very good opportunity for awareness outside the 
classroom situation" 

.. helped form an impression of the work routine" 
The students reacted well also: 

"It's a very good idea" 
"Helped me make up my mind about my career choice" 
"It made me more aware of a real work situation". 

Nick Ellery 



It is ~ritter, ,., 
Place: Perth, WA 
Date: 19 November 2001 

It is the year 2001, ten years after the nudear explosion. There is no life on 
earth, now because everything is radioactively contaminated, but under the 
sea there is life. Monstrous domes have been built on to the sea bed, and in 
these live the survivors. Every luxury imaginable is here. About five hundred 
people inhabit these shelters, and they are all around the world. The one 
where I live is opposite Perth, in the Indian Ocean. 

"Evacuate all corridors!! Evacuate all corridors!! Everyone to their rooms!" 
wailed the loudspeaker. 

Panic struck everyone. Screams were heard, and then suddenly the 
corridors were full, ironically, of people rushing to their rooms. After about 
thirty seconds the noise had died down and another announcement was being 
made. 

"There has been a shark circling the dome. It has cracked one of the 
windows badly and so that section must be sealed off. It is in the E section. 
Please keep away from there. You may now resume your work," said the 
loudspeaker and he switched off. 

I went on my way, then to the Observing Quarters. This was a glass 
enclosed room, where all the marine world could be seen. Fortunately, the 
nuclear bomb had not harmed this, for it could not penetrate this far. Fish of all 
different colours could be seen, darting here and there between the coral and 
rocks. The weed swayed in the currents. The crabs walking along the bed 
kicked up puffs of sand here and there. Little sea animals of all kinds could be 
seen, going about their business. It was so relaxing here, away from the 
problems of the world. 

Then suddenly, it happened. First there was a scream, and then hundreds 
of people were rushing towards me. I turned and ran to my room, where I 
locked my door. 

"Section E has burst!!I Everyone to their rooms, seal off your section!!" 
I knew it was impossible. If I went out now the water would reach me and I 

would drown, like many other people had already done, no doubt. But if I 
stayed in my room, I would drown also. 

I burst out of my room, and flew down the corridor. There wasn't much 
time! I could hear the water gushing somewhere to my right, and sol started to 
lose hope. Just as I reached the control switch, a huge wall of water stood 
before my eyes. It seemed like absolutely years, before I regained my senses, I 
reached over to the board and flicked the switch, just as the waler hit the door. 

"Congratulations," said the Commander of the dome, "You have 
succeeded in saving three hundred lives. We commend you!" 

Everyone clapped and gave me a standing ovation. I felt proud of myself, but 
sorry for the people who had died. Then the loudspeaker; "Seal off Section C! 
There has been a crack in the glass. It may break any moment!! Seal off 
Section C!!'' 

The Sea 
I'm on the sea! I'm on the sea! 
I am where I would ever be; 
With the blue above and the blue below, 
And silence wheresoe'er I go. 

I must go down to the seas again, 
For the call of the running tide. 
It is a wild call and a clear call 
That may not be denied. 

And like the wings of sea-birds 
Flash the white-caps of the seas. 

Now the great winds shoreward blow, 
Now the great tides seaward flow; 
Now the wild white horses play, 
Champ and chafe and toss in the spray. 

Some love to roam o'er the dark sea's foam, 
Where the shrill winds whistle free. 

And all I ask is a windy day 
With the white clouds flying, 
And the flung spray over the wave tips, 
And the sea-gulls crying. 

The western wave was all a-flame. 
The day was well nigh done! 
Amos! upon the western wave 
Rested the broad bright sun. 

Lyn Sadleir 

Tim Bristow-Stagg 
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The Magnificent 3 
In the season of '68, '(f) , 

The cricketing scene was brought alive 
With the debuts of three of Australia's finest cricketing sons. 
No-one knew, then, what was to come. 

Marsh, Lillee and Chappell G ., 
Boy, they were a sight to see. 
Galavanting all over the earth, 
Grinding the opposition into the turf. 

The Kiwis were dominant in Chappell and Marshys' soul. 
Like who can forget that under-arm bowl? 
And remember when Marshy broke his bat , 
And Martin Crowe thought it was a catch? 
And Lillee wasn't a complete angel. 
What about that controversial tangle, 
With the Pakistani captain, J aved Miandad? 
Or when Lillee brought out his aluminium bat. 

But with Marsh and Lillee, 
Batsmen came and batsmen fell. 
To the opposition, Greg Chappell was hell! 
But the Aussies loved that sweet, sweet smell 
The precious smell of victory. 

The greatest bowler, catcher and wickee, 
Lillee, Greg Chappell and good old Marshy. 
Then came the season of '83, '84, 
The trio of D. K. Lillee, G . S. Chappell and R. W. Marsh was no more. 

The fifth and final test had begun, 
Final in more ways than one. 

On the second day, Chappell announced this was his final test. 
He had given his country his very and unlimited best. 
On the third day, Lillee announced retirement as well. 
Was Marsh going to follow? 
No-one could tell. 

On February 5 1984, 
Marsh announced he would close the door 
On his international career, 
Just like his three dear peers. 

Oz cricket will never be the same again, 
Without Australia's three famous men. 
Denis Lillee, Rodney Marsh and Gregory Chappell , 
To you all a very sad farewell. 

South 
I'm tired, worn out, 
Two and a half hours of perfection, 
Glass walls rolling around me, 
Tall, tan bodies expressing their feelings on every wave. 

But the time has come, 
I'll catch one more in, 
I sit praying for the right wave, 
A lump on the horizon springs me into action. 

"Oy", I yell as a local tries to drop in, 
I'm tracking, leaving a white trail behind me, 
I steady my board, preparing for a cutback, 
My back foot pushes, the board obeys. 

The wall of water begins to curl, 
I duck, hoping for the best, 
It's coming, I'm looking out , 
A perfect hole of blue is all I see. 

I burst out, at least six seconds later, 
Hair wet, eyes stringing from salt, 
But it was sure worth it, 
I walk back to the Caravan Park, I'm stoked. 

Alison Brown 
Year 10 

Matthew Middleton 



TheOldMan A s/- ·,, :-:y.· ~;~···· ~--- -~· , ,,,~ ~-'·' 
The room was quiet. Except for the occasional bang from the fire and the , ~ , . ~ ' "~. /,. ' ' · ·' 

s udden grunts from the elderly gentleman sitting in the large armchair, you , , Ir< ;,-;;;(•. ·t; ·.' •._ •. · · /. · , "''\?~ 
could hear a pin drop. The young boy lay infrontofthe firewithhis head in his ~ - -

0
,.,,.. ~'\'\'(})\ -··. , -...::_ ' ·. · >-· r · >' ·· · '\~~r':;.'.'' 

hands and watched the multi-coloured fl ames da nce on the hearth. The old -~;~, . ~•~\.' · \' •~ . _'Z,• ··~. ·-<.:· .,i ' , \ ,~ T ~'~ 
man watched him, thoughtfully, sucking on his pipe as if to draw new ideas i" , ·r- )••·},._ \ · .:s,, ' _ ~r· 'A , • · ,,__ (J -~ \\"" .~ :• • ·_.,_ 
from the tobacco. The grandfather clock chimed in the hall, br~ing the \. :·,:.. '' (' --,',;/ --.,, . ~ · · · · • -~ -, ' 
haunting silence. The boy looked up at his elder and looked back into the !' •~';, <•', . :~ • ;\ ' C 0{'{; 
fl ames. -- ,;,\ 1"" ¢' ~· ))-':"j,~'-...! ' · 

· "You know, I wouldn't mind joining the local football club one day. I was · · (i · ¥ / }-. 
watching them practice at the oval last week and I'd love to be like them. ·:,>- ~ ' j~\_1 · 
Jimmy Black irnned last Saturday and Peter Mack's talking about Jommg, too ,~ ,:- ; .- .,4, . 
Do you think I could do it? Jam, I mean " L~~ +. 

The old man looked at his young friend, through his spectacles He sucked ~/ · l '. V 
on his pipe throughtfully and the child looked back mlo the fire. .,, ' ? 

"What's more to the point , you know son, 1s whether you think you could ~ , 
do 11 What other people think 1s totally irrelevant. If you want to, you do 1t lt L' ' . 
J a m the football club." • ,.· , r,' \ ;1/ 

Another silence grew thick in the air till the young boy looked up at the old ' · 
man again and asked, "But I'm not as good as them. They've been playing for 
years and I only kick the ball now and again. I'd look silly. I feel I ought to play 
because I want to play but I'm afraid, afraid of what they might say about me." 

The old man slowly got up and put another log on the fire , which spat out in 
protest. He put the guard back and scuffled back to his chair, refilling his pipe 
as he went. After he was settled he looked at the child. 

"Who cares what they would say? You join the football club, you try your 
utmost and you show them that you can doit. You'rejustthesameasthem 
you've got an equal chance at success. Everyone is equal. We all start at peg 
one and thosP. who want to succeed do succeed. And once you start , don't 
you look back, because if you do you've failed. Be determined, persistent. If 
you don't do well, you haven't failed, it's when you give up that you fail. And 
that's when they're going to talk about you. Be courageous, fair , and above all 
things, stand up for what you believe is right - no matter what the others 
think, if you believe in it and they believe in it , then carry it through. If there are 
setbacks, and there will be, then settle them, but in non-violent ways. No one 
got anywhere through violence. You go out there, son. You go out there and 
s how them that you' re you. You can't do any better. But remember, if you fail, 
you tried and you really succeeded. So you go and join the football club, my 
boy, and you enjoy yourself." 

The old man sunk back in his chair, slight ly red in the face. He was glad with 
his speech and he could tell by the look on the boy's face he had understood. 
The old man closed his eyes and smoked his pipe and thought back to the 
days when he was young. The boy looked back into the fire , head in hands and 
the clock in the hall chimed. 

Julie Graue 

Fantasy Poetry 
There was once a king, who made a ging to make the ding sing, and play his 
thing, made of string. 

The ding's thing, made a ring then made a ping, and thegingof the king made a 
sting which hit the king which made him drop his thing made from a string. 

Time 
The hand moves in slow succession, 
As if in a trance of deep depression. 
Its tired old face and knowing cold eyes, 
Wondering lamely where the past time lies. 

I ts fr ail gil t frame, 
Its one hand lame. 
Its sallow complexion 
And dull chipped body, 
All sagging wearily 
And none too merrily, 
As time slips quietly by. 

A quiet moan as it opens its door 
And a faint whisper of a cuckoo is heard, 
The once cheery chirp is no more 
And the clock ticks on undisturbed. 

Its once elegant posture, 
Stolen by time. 
Nothing more left, 
Nothing to cheris h 
Except the past itself 
But even that has perished. 

Tamara Galloway 

A slight breeze floats by, 
A sight gasp on its breath, 
For the old clock has stopped, 
It has come to its death, 
But time moves quietly by. 

And in its place, 
Lights glaring from its face, 
Buttons and dials, 
Music blares out, 
Alarms ring and shout, 
Everything immodest , 
Everything so new 
And time runs noisily on. 

Kristine Boyle 
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The Gun 
"I've found something! Quick, come over here!" Anthony yelled. I rushed over 
and to my surprise, he had indeed found something. The sun's bright rays 
were shining down on lo a solid silver bit of metal , partially uncovered by sand. 

We had been bored to tears all day, as we had decided to wag school. I came 
up with the bright idea to go to the bush nearby and dig for anything with the 
hope that we'd find something. 

"Are you just going to stand there and stare with your mout h wide open, or 
are you going to help me dig a bit more?" Anthony asked with a tone of anxiety 
in his voice. 

"Yes, I'll help, it's probably a can of cool drink littered here or maybe an 
identification badge," I was guessing. 

"Hopefully it is something useful , a weapon from the stone age, but we're 
not going to find out unless we dig some more," Anthony picked up a small 
garden spade. 

If my Mum knew we were using her new gardening tools, I'm sure she would 
ground me for the next three months. Come to think of it, she will ground me 
for wagging school too. I really hope this is worth it. 

I picked up the other spade and began to dig up the hardened soil. This was 
exciting. I'm an archaeologist and I'm going to make huge discoveries and be 
rich, of course. I was dreaming. 

"Hey Anthony, what if this was a tomb like Tutankhamen's?" "Yes Paul," he 
answered, not paying any attention to me. 

I kept digging. The soil was hard and even though Anthony was strong, he 
was having difficulty too. 

We began to get somewhere and the hole was getting deeper revealing 
more of the "thing", I hit it with the spade. It seemed really solid and of good 
quality met al. 

As we dug more, I started to shake it and loosen it from the soil. 
"Near ly there," Anthony assured me. I yanked it harder. It was moving 

more. I pushed the soil back away from it and pulled it up out of the hole. 
"Oh!" Anthony gasped in surprise. "It looks like a gun," I said. "It is. It looks 

quite old too." 
It was a gun. It had a long handle made of wood, polished and smoothed and 

amazingly not dirty. The silver metal was the gun. I opened the barrel and it 
had no bullets. It was quite heavy and I could imagine it being heavy to use. 

"Do you think that someone ditched it here to hide it? I mean it doesn't look 
dirty and just because it is old, well," I finished abruptly. 

This gun was giving me bad vibrat ions. My hands were heating up, they felt 
steamy. 

"Hey Pau l, what's wrong?" Anthony asked worriedly. "I feel like I'm going to 
explode. Take hold of the gun," I commanded. 

"No way. I'm not touching that thing," Anthony's voice was quivering. 
"Let's go, I don't care about the gun," I dropped it and started running towards 
the road, with Anthony close bl ind. 

"I can't explain what happened. I hate guns, I hate guns." I was screaming till 
we got to the road. 

Jenny Camilleri 



Year 10 S.R.C. 
The activities of this year's S.R.C. were quite successful and that is 

due to the guidance and participation of Mrs Hartzell and Mr Aldous, 
two people we would like to thank very much. Two socials were 
conducted quite successfully and we also have a river cruise planned 
for third term. During the year we aided some Seminars and fund 
raising events. The S.R.C. members enjoyed their roles this year and 
we hope the students enjoyed the year's events. 

John Kenny 

Year 10 S.R.C. 
Back Row, from left: John Kenny, Carl Condipodero, Kane Sarich, 
Royce Gatti. 
Front Row: Angela Power, Virginia Vlatko-Rulo, Kate 
Pauline Macnamara, Leah Broderick. 
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Year IO Socials 
The two socials held this year were quite well attended. The first 

had the theme: a Black and White night, and the second was an 
Anything Goes night. There was a wide variety of costumes, and 
we enjoyed ourselves dancing and listening to the music which the 
disc jockeys provided. The overall opinion of the Year 10 socials 
was "Alright ... well!" 

John Kenny 



YEAR 10 AWARDS 

ACADEMIC AWARDS 
English - Laura Bredenkamp, Julie Grove 

Junior Debating and Public Speaking - Amanda Walsh 
Speech and Drama - Drew Elliott 

French - Louise O'Malley 
Italian - Lynette Sadleir 

Mathematics - Royce Gatti 
Science - Jason Giacomel, Louise O'Malley 

Physiology and Health Education - Angela Power 
Social Studies - Louise O'Malley 
Technical Drawing - John Kenny 
Computer Studies - John Kenny 

Home Economics - Natalie Leeks 
Business Principles - Anne Rose 
Photography - Jason Venning 

Typing - Paul Bailey 
Art - Rachel Nordeck 

Outdoor Education - Michael Lee 
SPORTS AWARDS 

A.C.C. Football Captain - Premiers 1984 - Dean Hill 
Age Champion Swimmer - Dean Hill 

A.C.C. Soccer Captain - Patrick Burke 
A.C.C. Hockey Captain - Premiers 1984 - Daniel Sheehan 

A.C.C. Hockey Captain - Angela Power 
A.C.C. Netball Captain - Team 1 - Christine Daws 
A.C.C. Netball Captain - Team 2 - Kate Jorrisen 

Volleyball Team 2 Captain - Louise O'Malley 
Age Champion Athlete - Louise O'Malley 
Volleyball Team 3 Captain - Richard Eddy 

Age Champion Swimmer - Leah Broderick 
Age Champion Athlete - Anthony Mann 

Volleyball Team 2 Captain - Jenny Crogan 
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Newman Day is essentially a celebration and affirmation as our identity as a 
Catholic school under a great patron. Historically, in Australia, Catholic 
secondary schools have taken their particular identity from the religious order 
which ran the school. At Newman, where we have only a few members of 
three different Religious Orders, and a vast number of lay teachers, it is time 
that we learned to identify ourselves with our own patron, John Henry, 
Cardinal Newman, one of the really prophetic voices of the late nineteenth 
century and a holy man with much to say to the people and particularly the 
students of our own day. 

Newman Day started off with the customary mass prepared by the Year 11 
at Holy Rosary church. The atmosphere was reflective as the whole school 
honoured the memory of Cardinal Newman. The mass was followed by 
various food stalls (pizza, hotdogs, ice-cream, sweets) and game stalls (gold, 
horse racing, water-slide, pillow bashing, and fortune telling). To end the day 
off, there was a band playing, which a few brave people got up and danced to. 

It was a great day, and by working and enjoy ourselves together as a school, 
we managed to see 'though shadows and images to truth- to continue the 
success of Newman Day. 

Pillow-bashing in action. 

Colin putting on his 'sunnies' 

B.M. takes the swing. 

And the food was great. 

Summing up the atmosphere. 
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Our College's 8th Annual Gala event was a ·Touch Of Class·, as ,nscnbed on our 
1nvI1at10n ticket. The Ball was held on the 29th June, the venue being the Wembley 
Lodge. 

This 111gh1 there was something d1s111ic1, an excI1Ing new chmens,on whu: h mdde 11 
urnque in comparison to previous balls: the u11roduct1on ol a spec,<li dance routine, 
leaving the audience captivated and spellbound. performed by a Year 11 and 12 group 
under the hard wor!,,ng guidance of Mr Brian Redding. Other entertdlnment wa,, 
provided by the group ·Street Talk'. along wuh welcome In1rusIons lrom a lew student, 
much to the delight of the audience. 

Optimum enJoyment was derived from the 111gh1 due to the unt,nng ellon, ol the 
sports department. For the much required dancing lessons (especially tor 1h1e boys). 
the hall's decorations through M rs Nunn, M rs McKev111 and Co. and to the Ye& 12 
S.R.C. for shouldering the immense respons1bil11y 111 co-ord1na11ng this event ul ,uch 
magrntude. Thanks must also go to the caterers and the Yeilr IO S.R.C. who worked 
quietly and diligently throughout the 111gh1. But we must not lorget the Yea, 11 S.R.C. 
who helped the cause enormously. 

Congratulat1ons must go 10 M iss 01 G,ovann, and Mr Duffy on being crowned Belle 
and Beau of the Ball. M any thanks also go 10 all the Four H undred who c111ended, I'm 
sure 111 the futu re you'll hold lond recollec11ons of the 1984 School Ball NEWMAN 
STYLE! 

-"-..:r-~t-.l✓i~ 
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Sharan Wheelock: State U/ 18 Water• 
polo. 

Shaun Lohoar: State U/ 16 Cricket. 

Michael Faulkner, Bev Rule, Tony Ryan: Westpac Maths Awards - top 
student in Years 10, 11, 12 respectively. 

Glenn Whitbread, Jerome Gillman: Avon Descent, 3rd, Junior Section. 

Louise Bartell: State Karate 
Championships. 
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Martin Crewes: Young Writer's 
Competition; 1st, Poetry section. 

James Marshall Calder: A.F.S. 
Scholarship. 



Richard Eddy, Luke Bermingham, Brad Lowson: State U/ 17 Volleyball. 

John Douglas: State Finalist, Lion's 
Youth of the Year, Semi-finalist, Rostrum 
Youth Speak Out; Semi-Finalist : Plain 
English Speaking Award. 

Bill McQueen: A.F.S. Scholarship. 

Connor McDonald: City of Stirling 
Scholarship. 

Anthony Begovich, (Captain). Andrew Host: Teal Cup 
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Mark Dillon: State U/ 19 Lacrosse. 

Dean Hill, Louise White: 
Claremont Esso Squad. 



I 'Flying Low?' 
Rob Cruikshank; Malibou, 3rd. 
Mike Carr, Kim Reddin; Tandem Malibou, 2nd. 

· Mark Rengel; Men's Boogie Board, 4th. 

• f !~~ .:,'ii "f' i-'..,_,. ~ 

I .~ways get m~n.:i~J ,., 

What IS she doing with a balloon? 

Fran's best side. O.K., O.K., you've got longer nails than me . 

Who is this person seen at various Newman functions? 
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Ms Rikki Rockingham 
(alias; guess who?) ~, 
••••• 

Mine's bigger than yours. 

¼,<:;:❖ 

And we thought student 
absenteeism was bad. 

Ay, welcome ta W.A. Salvage. 
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I handed in my assignment one day late. 
Note consequences in background. 



Annual History Quiz 
In August, the History Teachers' Association of W.A. held its annual Year 12 

History Quiz at Mt Lawley Senior High School. This was a Fancy Dress night, and all 
teachers and students came attired as their own favourite historical character. The 
Newman contestants included a 'Martin Luther', a 'Rudolph Valentino', a 'Marie 
Antoinette' a 'Garibaldi' and three or four 'Hitler' clones. Mr Hogan was splendidly 
turned out as 'Captain Cook'. 

Our Newmanites acquitted themselves very well, winning a 'best-dressed' award 
and the 'Wittiest Table' award. A thoroughly enjoyable social evening was had by all. 

P Hogan 

Careers Education in Year 10 
Career choice has long been a major concern of young people. In the current 

setting, however, it extends to all age groups. 
Many people select jobs and courses in a haphazard way. One of the reasons 

seems to be that they have had inadequate career education and counselling. Since 
the 1970s significant changes in the economic, technological and social scene have 
further exacerbated the situation. There is, therefore, an even greater need for 
continuing career educat ion and counselling in secondary institutions, and it was to 
this end that we endeavoured to introduce the career education programme this year 
at Year 10 level. 

The programme has not been without its 'teething' problems, but like anything new 
it takes time and effort to iron out the difficulties in order to achieve a well designed, 
effective oroqramme. 

Next year there will be the appointment of a careers coordinator, as it is hoped to 
develop this area more extensively. The ability to make decisions about career 
choices is a skill which must be learned over time; it will not be imparted by a well 
meaning talk or other short contact. 

The whole area of career education is very much an integral part of the 
recommendations made by the Beasley and Mc Gaw committees to enhance the over 
all pastoral care of students. As such it is seen as a priority for the students at 
Newman College. 

Jan Hay 
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In and out 
The Link Course 
"It's different" 
"The Link Course is not like school" 
"T he Link Course is like learning through experience. What you learn you 
learn by finding out for yourself." 
"The Link Course puts you in touch with a real world and at a level that you 
can really understand" 
"The Link Course got me to know me". 

The above reactions by some of the students reflect some of what the Link 
Course achieved. But the course alone was not responsible; much credit must 
be given to the students who had an opportunity to pause in their education 
and make a decision - where to now? 

Making decisions is always difficult, especially when so many outside 
pressures dictate so many different avenues to follow, so being allowed to 
pause, reconsider, sift the information available, and attempt a number of 
different avenues safely and gain from the experience is not time wasted but 
experience gained. Experiences about one's own job preferences and 
necessary requirements and how to gain them is a positive step in preparation 
for leaving one system and joining another, and an easy, informed transition 
can b_e motivating, exciting but most of all the most useful Link one may 
experience. 

So, very much in line, if not in front of, the latest educational 
recommendations, Newman College Senior School Link Course is changing 
and updating its 'modus operandi' to become even more effective in 
promoting and living up to the philosophy of helping each student to reach his/ 
her potential. 

We owe a tremendous debt to the employers, Balga Technical College and 
all the other sources who participate and contribute greatly to the Link 
Course. We look forward to a long and rewarding 'Link'. 

D. A. Cormican 

Growing Through Challenges ... 
The Religious Education Programme 

"Practice makes perfect" is a truism which we should all be aware of on our 
journey through life, and the more we "practice" in meeting any challenges 
which come our way the more expert and proficient we become in 
overcoming any new challenge which might also come along. 

The challenge to follow God is probably the hardest challenge which 
anyone in Newman is faced with at the moment. You can shirk this challenge 
by closing your mind to the Christian message which comes across in the R.E. 
classroom, or you can use the opportunity of this challenge to widen and 
deepen your faith and share it with others. Challenges aren't nice and the 
natural human tendency is to run away rather than meet them head on, 
overcome them in a positive way and thereby grow and develop as a person. 
Without challenges there are no opportunities for growth, and without 
meeting challenges there is the failure to grow towards God and be a better 
person. 

Eamon Murray 

Computer Club 
This year the computer club was run once again by Mrs Shackley and once 

again with great success. The club ran on most mornings and lunch times with 
many good games being either made or played. There were over forty 
members this year, mostly comprising Year l ls and 10s. On behalf of them, I 
would like to thank all the computer staff, especially Mrs Shackley for making 
the club available to the students. 

Connor McDonald 



of School 
Bus ines s Studies/ Secretarial Course 

The two-year course began in February, 1984 with fifteen students (thirteen 
girls and two boys). It was designed to enable students to study TAE/ CSE 
subjects with a business or secretarial bias, so that at the end of the course they 
could choose to continue their studies at W.A. College of Advanced Education 
(Churchlands or Nedlands) where follow-on courses are available, or apply for a 
job in the business world with skills which would be of immediate use to an 
employer. 

The course covers a range of subjects including training in the use of modern 
office equipment such as computers, electronic and memory typewriters and 
word processors, as well as the usual shorthand, typewriting, audio typing, 
accounting, etc. 

Some students have left during the year but those remaining are working hard 
and we hope they will be successful at the end of the course. 

P Dawson 
.__.,,,.__,, .__.,,,.__,, _.,,.._., 

Adult Computer Course 
Many parents and staff members have shown interest in learning to use 

computers and as we no1,1, have eleven computers, it has been possible to hold 
larger classes this year. Three six-week courses of one two-hour session per 
week, have been held, one in each term. Twenty-two people attended the first, 
twenty-five the second and eighteen the third. Some even attended more than 
one course. 

The participants were taught to produce their own simple programs, to use 
package software, to use a data-base and also a word-processor. Their 
evaluations of the course have all been most positive. They felt that much of the 
mystique surrounding computers was removed and they really enjoyed being 
back in the classroom again. 

J. Shackley 
_.,,.._., ---- _.,,.._., 

Year 11 Reflection Nights 
Two reflection nights were held during the year. The theme was 'finding 

yourself, and how you fitted in with the Year 11 group as a whole. We were 
privileged enough to have a few Year 12s present to put their viewpoints forward 
and inform us of what we have to face. Although the basis of the nights were that 
of God, they were not 'religious' nights. It was more of a chance for a few students 
from two different years to have a chat. The nights consisted of introductory 
songs, warm-up games and a video, followed by a few 'one-to-ones' and group 
discussions. 

Later in the nights we had a meditation, prayer reflection and finally finished 
with a song. The participants were happy with the nights and considered it time 
well spent. 

_.,,.._., ---- ---------- F. K. 
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Study Skills 
A course in study skills was implemented in Year 11 for the first time in 1984. 
The aim of the exercise was to have the students examine their study habits, 

with the view to self analysis and the instigation of a more effective study pattern. 
The method employed was to have the students review their own study/ 

homework pattern then discuss similarities and differences with their peers in 
small groups before moving to a large group summary. It was hoped that the 
students would note the many different approaches of their peers, enabling them 
to make an informed decision as to a method suitable to their own needs. 

The next step in the process was to look at some of the skills needed for a 
successful study programme, such as note-taking, list making, etc. 

This was achieved with specific examples, not related to any particular subject 
or topic being studied. 

While most students seemed quite receptive to the idea of a study skills 
programme, a number were not prepared to sacrifice a few minutes of their own 
time to fill in the clue sheets which were necessary for the first few introductory 
sessions to be successful. 

Another problem found with the scheme was that many of the students could 
not take the ideas put forward in the 'skills' section of the programme, and apply 
them to topics in their own subject areas. 

If the programme is to be run successfully in the coming year within the new 
pastoral care system, a fair degree of reorganization will be needed, especially with 
respect to making things far more obvious to the target group of students. 

P Carroll 
_.,,.._., _.,,.._., _.,,.._., 

Italian 
On September 17th, the Year 10 Italian class enjoyed a successful evening at 

Uncle Dominic's where, after tasting the traditional Italian food, all became part of 
the friendly spirit of the night. We experienced a different culture and were able to 
practise our knowledge of the Italian language when the Italian entertainment 
began. 

Our thanks to Mrs Outtrim who organized the evening and made it fun for all. 
The occasion followed the completion of the external Dante Alighieri 

examination in which all passed and six distinctions were awarded. 

Jodie F racaro & 
Ana Foley 

After a solid year's work, the Year 11 Italian class decided to spend a most 
enjoyable evening at Bacci's restaurant. After an eight-course meal we spent the 
rest of the night talking and dancing. It was good to see that teachers are real 
people too, and great dancers! Thank you, Mrs Outtrim! 

Fabian Partigliani 

1984 was Mrs Outtrim's first year , t Newman. Her class of TAE hopefuls 
consisted of eight eager "little possums". 

In August, we participated in the Dante Alighieri exams, with excellent results 
including two distinctions. In October we saw an Italian movie called "Il 
Gattopardo' at the Windsor, followed by a very enjoyable dinner. Vivane deserves 
a special mention for adding some life to the class and for always being the one to 
yell out an answer (right or wrong), regardless of whose name was being called. 

Best wishes for the years ahead, Mrs Outtrim, from your eight Year 12s, 1984. 
Ciao1 Buona Fortuna! 

Rita Cuscuna 



Year 10 Debaters 

BESATINEi 
ANB 

Pl1DblC 
5PEAKIN6 

Back Row, from left: Alison Brown, Karen Cummins, Amanda Walsh. 
Middle Row: Penny Burkett, Fran cine Elliott, Andrea Tenger, Alisa Viskovich. 
Front Row: Paul Bailey, Louisa Martino, John Kenny. 

We were fortunate this year that Sister Helen came out of retirement in order to coach 
the Debating and Public Speaking teams. She sent us the following report : 

Four teams, two junior and two senior teams, competed in the School Debating. AU 
four had their share of losses and wins. What was most impressive was the improvement 
in the confidence and presentation of the debaters and their keen spirit. Congratulations 
on a good season! 

B~s were to the fore in the various Public Speaking competitions. John Douglas was 
the most successful, gaining State Finalist of Lions Youth of the Year, Semi Finalist in 
Rostrum Youth Speak Out, and Semi Finalist in the Plain English Speaking Award. 

Sr. Helen 

Year 12 Debaters and Public Speakers 
Back Row, from left: Greg Duffy, John Douglas, Simon Fracaro, Lara Paganin, Simone Woodard, Jennifer 
Skerritt. 
Front Row: Janet Davies, Sharon Wheelock, Tim Lanigan,_ Michael Angus, Justin O 'Brine, Vasuki 
Ponnuthurai. 
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REPORT FROM THE 
HEAD GIRL 

AND 
HEAD BOY 

GAVIN 
Erin and I felt that we should express our first thoughts when making our 

speech. We have felt it a privilege to represent Newman College on behalf of 
the students over the past year, and we feel it a privilege to stand here tonight 
and address you, the Newman Community. 

It is now, once again, time for us to look back over the year gone by, to 
remember the good times and the bad, the happy and not so happy. 
ERIN Erin Broderick and Gavin Plows 

Tonight is a night for closing chapters in many of our lives - yet it also symbolizes a time, when we will be opening new and exciting ones. 
Our name and motto is a constant reminder to us of the ideals of our school. John Henry Newman, was a man who struggled before he achieved ultimate recognition 

in his lifetime, and Newman College struggles too because sometimes the day to day business of school seems distant from the philosophies of Cardinal Newman, which 
we endeavour to attain. 

A characteristic of our Newman, is it's fighting determination and overpowering sense of spirit and strong will. We have faced so many 2nd places in A.C.C. 
competitions, yet never given up - as we saw at this year's Athletics carnival. In recent years, we have not been able to knock that particular Claremont co-ed College 
off it 's perch, yet we feel sure, our time will come, as long as we continue to display that fighting determination and courage of ours. 

Newman also closed a chapter in it 's history tonight , as the last students pass through the old traditional system of co-ed only in Years 11 and 12. 
From 1985 onwards, our students will be products of a totally co-educational Catholic College. 
Also next year, with the implementation of the Magaw and Beasley reports, Newman will face many changes with the introduction of the new re-vamped T.A.E. 

scheme - much to the disappointment of the present Year lls and 12s. 
GAVIN 

The teachers of any school represent it's backbone, and whether weak or strong it must always strive for excellence. Newman's backbone I do believe, is looking 
good - the achievement of excellence is in sight. 

I would like to take this opportunity though, to pay respect to those leaving us to reach new horizons. 
To the person I refer to as THE BIG MAN , the quiet achiever - Br Valerian, you have been an inspiration to some, Sir, a mystery to others. Our thoughts go with 

you. Our community will always hold a place for you. May the Lord be with you, Sir. 
To the other members of staff leaving us, Mrs Cook, Mr Cotton, Mr Doyle and Mr Fleming, we wish you the best of luck for the future. 
While there are those who leave us, I feel we must pay tribute to the members of the staff who get little mention after a job well done. The ladies in the office work 

tirelessly , always with ready smiles. Mr Harvie's battle with the year twelves rages on and Mrs Hay continues working in her tiny obscure office. The ground staff are 
another asset who should not be forgotten, for it is they, who keep our school so neat and tidy. 

To all those teachers who I have not mentioned, we thank you for your support given to the Year 12's during the past year. 
ERIN 

Newman College belongs to a unique minority of secondary schools in W.A. We area Catholic co-educational college, and Gav and I stand here tonight as a symbol of 
that unity. 

Co-education certainly poses more difficulties at school, than a single sexed school - but I'm sure all those who pass thrc-·igh Newman will agree that the benefits of 
our type of education are immeasurable in preparing us for post-school life, even though at times some male chauvanists and women's libbers clash h(,!ad on. 

At times, we girls have had to suffer with the immaturity of you boys. Your stupid, pathetic and racist comments about land rights and women; but let me tell you all , 
life here wouldn't have been half as much fun without you all. 
GAVIN 

Newman functions to a great extent on one major asset. The Community of parents and friends that have a tireless support for our school and it 's welfare. 
Through the past year, Erin and I have come to realise how much behind the scene work goes on to keep our school running smoothly. We would like to thank all of 

those who have helped our school's progress. 
The school board, for one, is the spearhead to a successful year. The Mothers' committee has played a significant role in raising funds for Newman - The P. & F. , 

Parents and Friends, were the organisers of the Art centre '84 and that in itself, was a major success. 
It is also those who we take for granted, that we should not forget. The ladies who work in the tuck shop, to quote, "who feed the monsters" are a great help, as are 

those who work in the Op shop. Thanks also to the parents who have given up their time over the past year to coach our sporting teams. Your help has been greatly 
appreciated. 

To all those who have contributed to Newman's success - we are very grateful for your relentless support , and we hope that thi!. support will be sustained in the 
years to come. 
ERIN 

I think Newman has really given us the Catholic religion on a plate, and even if we haven't been prepared to accept the whole package deal - it has made us think 
about God, the Church and what it means, which is, I think , what the whole aim of the Religious Education should be. 

At our final year 12 seminar, Br Mick spoke of what he had hoped we had gained from the religious programme at school - that was an experience of love, peace and 
justice . Through a seminar, camp or religious class, or even a contact group discussion, I think we have all come to experience at least one of those. 

Social issues have always been a corner stone to our religious studies here. One has only to recall the support the Newman Community offered Fr Gore in this time of 
need, or our generous response to a plea of help from an under-privileged Pakistan School. The informality of contact groups is something Newman has to treasure. 
With a single teacher and a smal: group of students, we have been given the opportunity to discover more about one another and to break down the traditional student/ 
teacher relationship. 

Having been lucky enough to participate on 2 camps at Newman, I can quite confidently assume that Newman must conduct the most successful camps for students 
of any secondary school in W.A. We have been lucky enough to experience the expertise of the Marist Retreat team, who have made camps such a meaningful and 
special time. 

Some might accuse Newman of "fighting a losing battle" in it 's R.E. programme, yet I do not think it will be until we leave our small world behind here, that we will 
appreciate it 's value on our lives. 

Thank you to the staff, Fr Gerry and our Parish priests who have given us the opportunity of experiences - I can assure you, your efforts were well worth it. 
GAVIN 

One characteristic of our school is the "ever present prayer" each morning. It was from the words of one of those prayers that I received my inspiration to write and 
Si:1:/ the following -

This particular prayer was about the parable of the talents. The Master of a house was going away and he summoned his three servants before he left. To the three 
servants he gave 5, 2 and I talents respectively to look after. 

The man with the 5 talents went out and traded with them and made another 5. The man with the 2 talents did likewise. But the man with the single talent dug a hole 
and buried it. 
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When the master of the house returned, he summoned his 3 servants once again and asked them what profits they had reaped. 
The first and second servants came forward and showed their profits accordingly, and the master said "Well done good and faithful servants, you have shown you can 

be faithful in small thinqs. I will trust you with greater". 
However, the 3rd servant, came forward to show no gain on his one talent. The master said "You have shown no effort to expand on what you had. You have done 

nothing and therefore reaped nothing. You have no future in my world." 
The parable of the talents applies to all of us. It is so real to Newman College. For it is what we put into this school that we reap. If we sow love and happiness, we will 

reap love and happiness. If we sow hatred and discontent, we will reap hatred and discontent. And so I speak to the future students of Newman, sow your best talents 
into this school, for it is those talents you will reap. 

Finally, to the Year 12's. I cannot express how much I hope you will all have unlimited success in the future. Remember these words tonight "You will only reap in this 
life what you sow". My heart and thoughts will always be with you. 
ERIN 

The hardest part of my speech to compose, was that which concerned the students, because there is so much I feel about you all , and so few words to express it. 
I genuinely believe that people at Newman really care about each other. Every morning, when friendly "How are you's" fly around the corridor, I believe you all really 

are interested in how other people feel , and this is what makes you such a special group of people. 
I think Newman produces students of Al quality. It is you lot who have shown me the meaning behind our school motto "Through shadows and images to truth". It is 

through the rough times and experiences we have shared together that we have come to discover the good and truth within each other and tried to show that good to 
others. Tonight will mark the end of an era for other students here besides our Year 12s. To those of you who will not be returning to Newman next year, whether you be 
from our Link Course or not, Gav and I wish you lu ck and success, as you plunge into your futures and hope that you will take special memories of Newman, that you 
will treasure forever. 

To my fellow Year 12 students - the best group of people I know - who are all closing chapters in their lives tonight. We would like to extend our final words to you. 
Sadness, undoubtedly must cloud the excitement we feel tonight, as that big bad world we've all dreamed about entering for so long, seems almost upon us . 
To every single one of you, we say "Thank You" for your contributions to making our lives happier - whether by a smile, kindly word, a punch in the arm, a slap on 

the back (or an orange in the face), it is the everday fun we will miss in the future, the things we've grown accustomed to happening every day. Sitting on the wall at 
lunchtimes, stirring teachers in classes, walking down to the hill to inspect how the grass is growing, or bribing someone to buy you something at the tuck shop. 

Watching the boys become their real selves in games of animal on the oval , and then running away lo escape retribution, and the girls diving in for their shoes. 
Something out of the ordinary has always been happening al Newman. 

To those of you who have suffered on your birthdays, by losing hairs on your legs or being painted with ink and liquid paper - thank you for brightening up Newman. 
You are such a great mob who are prepared lo endure pain and abuse for a good time. 

TA.E. has brought us even closer as we have accepted one another for what we are and striven for that ultimate goal together. The support you people have been 
prepared lo offer each other is just so breathtaking. At limes we've really come together as one unified group. Remember when we fought to have the "Chronic Ill" 
publ!,shed, or to re-open our only room of recluse in the school. At times we've been able lo let our hair down - like when PFILTH INC played, or on "Back to Maris! 
Day . 

I will never forget my school days, thanks to every single one of you, and I hope none of you will either. Thank you for being yourselves. An end loan era has sounded, 
and it is now time lo live your dreams. 
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HOUSE 
SWIMMING 
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The House swimming carnival was held over a three week period although 
a general air of apathy prevailed at the first of these days. This situation was 
considerably better for the following weeks, due mainly to the efforts of the 
House Captains and also a special event included to help promote participa
tion. 

The third and final week was more like the swimming carnivals of old. There 
was a greater degree of spirit prevailing in both the recreational and age 
champion events. Participation levels on this day were extremely high and the 
general atmosphere throughout was one of a happy scene. 

The final points for the Swimming Cup were: 
1st - Green (1170) ; 2nd - Blue (1148); 3rd - Gold(l057); 4th - Red(l049). 

Age Champion events were conducted throughout the three carnivals and 
competition was seen to be very keen. 

Final placings for Age Champions are as follows: -

Yr 10 Boys 1st Dean Hill 39; 2nd Scott McDonald 38. 
Yr 10 Girls 1st Leah Broderick 50; 2nd Lisa Condelli 39. 
Yr 11 Boys 1st Gavin Barbetti 42; 2nd Peter Wheeler 40. 
Yr 11 Girls 1st Sharon Wheelock 48; 2nd Deanne Plows 35. 
Yr 12 Boys 1st Antony Gallagher 48; 2nd Steven Strack 38. 
Yr 12 Girls 1st Jill Neilson 46; Equal 2nd Anne Shepherd, Janet Davies 39. 

Swimming Age Champions: 
From left : Dean Hill, Gavin Barbetti, Antony Gallagher, Jill Neilson, Sharon 
Wheelock, Leah Broderick. 



A.C.C. SWIMMING 

On Friday, 16th March, the best swimmers from eight schools met to deter
mine who would win the 1984 'A' Division swimming carnival. The atmosphere 
was terrific, the swimmers being urged on by the tremendous cheer squad. Many 
thanks to Mr Redding for preparing the Cheer Squad in the weeks leading up to 
the Carnival. 

Once again we came second the J.T.C. in the aggregate trophy, but only by a 
mere 100 points. The junior boys performed well to win that section; and the 
senior boys swam strongly to come second to J.T.C. by only 4D points. Overall, 
the boys came second to J.T.C. in the aggregate boys by 28 points. 

The junior girls came 5th in their section and the senior girls came 3rd to Mer
cedes and J.T.C. in some strong competition. Overall, the girls came third. 

The results show clearly a tremendous amount of effort put in by the swimmers 
during the four weeks prior to the carnival , and by the coaches who helped most 
swimmers to swim personal best times on the day. 

Jill Neilson 

A.C.C. SWIMMING SQUAD 
Back Row (from left): Sunil Narula, Gerard Fountain, Stuart Smith, Anthony Rose, Bill 
McQueen. 
Fourth Row: Ian Parker, Jason Giacomel, David Baumgartel, Dean Hill, Scott McDonald, 
Matthew Joyce, Danny Sheehan, Chris Muir, Rob Fitzgerald, Jerome Gillman, 
Martin Crewes. 
Third Row: Deanne Plows, Luke Bermingham, Gordon Hill, Colin T rompp, Gavin • 
Barbetti, Matthew Strack, Tim McMahon, Anne Shepherd, Janet Davies, 
Stephen Strack. 
Second Row: Craig Pelussey, Frances Schwarzbach, Danielle Van Kampen, Melissa 
Walsh, Anthea McDonald, Jessica Comber, Sharon Wheelock, Moya Macnamara, 
Nikki Lopez, Jay McEvoy. 
Front Row: Leah Broderick, Gabrielle Hollick, Cathy Gallen, Pauline Macnamara, 
Antony Gallagher, Jill Neilson, Kellie Properjohn, Ann-Marie Timmings, Jodie Fracaro, 
Lisa Condell i. 
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This year three carnivals were conducted. The first two catered mainly for the very 
competitive athletes who were looking at A.C.C. Athletics selection and vying for Age 
Champion. The third carnival was more of a fun type day with much student involvement 
in a variety of recreational events. 

On all days the Green House proved to be the strongest and best organised as they 
always had competitors for every event. They won the Athletic Cup for 1984 from the 
Gold House and Red and Blue brought up the minor placings. 

Age Champions for 1984 are: 

Year 10 Boy - Anthony Mann 
Year 11 Boy - Connor McDonald 
Year 12 Boy - Anthony Begovich 

Records to fall over the three days were: 

Year 10 Girl - Louise O 'Malley 
Year 11 Girl - Kellie Properjohn 
Year 12 Girl - Annemarie Timmings 

400m Year 12 Boys Anthony Begovich: 53.71s. 
800m Year 12 Boy Jay McEvoy (equalled) 2m. lls. 
100m Year 11 Boy Connor McDonald: 11.93s. 
Discus Year 11 Boy Connor McDonald: 37.88M. 
Long Jump Year 11 Boy Connor McDonald: 6.0M. 
Discus Year 10 Boy David Clarke: 30.35M. 

HOUSE 
Long Jump Year 10 Boy Anthony Mann: 5.72M. 
400m Year 12 Girls Annemarie Timmings: 1.04M. 
Discus Year 12 Girls Jill Neilson: 30.48m. 

ATHLETICS 
Shot Putt Year 12 Girls Jill Neilson: 10.34m. 
400m Year 11 Girls Fran Keating: 1.09M. 
Discus Year 11 Girls Kellie Properjohn: 27.99m. 

Congratulations to these excellent record holders. T Spr/yan 

EAR IO HOUSE CAPTAINS 
Back Row, from left~~B~on Pik~·:"o;;;;· Hill, Carl Condipodero, \ 
Scott McDonald. 
Front Row: Sue Huggins, Paula Costello, Louise Angus, Carolyn 
Watts. 

Heroes - Green Captains 
Gavin Plows and Sue Di Giovanni. 

Age Athletics Champions, from left: Anthony Mann, Connor McDonald, Anthony 
Begovich, Annemarie Timmings, Kellie Properjohn, Louise O 'Malley. 

YEAR 12 HOUSE CAPTAINS ' 
. =i,:a ·~=::~ i-,,~ ~ .. ~ ,-; 

Back Row, from left: Shaun Lohoar, Simon F racaro, Colin T rompp, Rob Cruikshank. 
Front Row: Sue Ranchi, Robin Pearce, Simone Woodard, Lara Paganin. 

Back Row, from left: Gavin Plows, Robert Andrews, Justin Juracich, Gerard 
Fount ain, Jane Cross. 
Front Row: Sue Di Giovanni, Melinda Pike. 
Absent: Eloise Jones. 
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ACC Athletics 
This year must surely be one of the best team efforts that I have witnessed in my eight years as 

Senior master at Newman CoUege. It really looked like being a disastrous day after the running of the 
hurdles and 200 metre events. I felt sure that we would be lucky to get third place over all. 

The 400 metre events were the turning point of the day, from that point onwards the whole team 
produced what must be described as a very gutsy effort to start getting amongst the places. We were 
consistently finishing in the middle of the field or better and it was these above average placings that 
started to peg back the points for us. However, we just cannot give a top team like J.T.C. such a big 
lead and expect them to surrender it without a fight. In the end there were 83 points separating us , 
with JTC once again victorious. 

Congratu lations to JTC for such a fine effort on the day. 
We were very pleased to win two sections this year and figure very closely in two others. 
We won the senior boys cup from St. Mark's by 6 points and then took out the aggregate boys 

cup, which we last won in 1980, in second place was Servile a mere 30 points behind. 
Final placings in all sections were -

Relay Cup 1500m Cup 
1st J.T.C. 112 1st J.T.C. 137 
2nd Newman 105 2nd Newman 130 

Junior Boys 
1st Servile 469 
2nd Newman 447 

Aggregate Boys 
1st Newman 873 
2nd Servile 842 ½ 

Combined Aggregate 
1st J.T.C. 1506½ 
2nd Newman 1483 

Junior Girls 
1st J.T.C . 454 
2nd Deviliar 357 
3rd Mercedes 336 
4th St. T homas Aquinas 323 
5th Newman 291 

Aggregate Girls 
1st J.T.C. 886 
2nd Mercedes 836 
3rd Santa Maria 630 
4th Newman 610 

3rd St. Marks/ St. Thomas Aquinas 1426 

Senior Boys 
1st Newman 426 
2nd St. Marks 420 

Senior Girls 
1st Mercedes 500 
2nd J.T.C. 427 
3rd Santa Maria 345 
4th Newman 319 

The competition has dramatically improved over the last two years and this year it was even 
better. The performances of a number of athletes was outstanding to say the least and it was good to 
see a diversity of athletes rather than all from one or two schools. I am sure that all of you must have 
your own special views of yesterday's performances, but some that really stick in my mind are: 

Brendan Pike being last into the straight and then powering to win the 400m. 
Georgia Power being left in the blocks in the 400m and not realising that the race had started, a 

really fantastic effort to get up and win, running in the outside lane 8. 
Connor McDonald soaring to 6.35m to win his long jump. 
Anthony Begovich powering off the block to take out the open boys 100m. 
Jay McEvoy taking 5 seconds off his best time for the 800m to finish in third place and then telling 

me: Gee, those guys could run! but not in those exact words! 
The look of satisfaction on Gavin Plow's face on winning the open shot and keeping up the.head 

boy's tradition, as David Price won it last year. 
The sizzling second leg of the U.15 boys relay where Vince Siciliano really mowed them down in 

the back straight. 
The tremendous look of satisfaction and the thumbs up to me after Anne Shepherd won the 100m 

open girls . 
I feel that special mention must be made of Anthony Mann who competed in five events, won the 

long jump and was highly placed in all other events. 
Also special thanks to the Captains, Anne Marie Timming and Anthony Begovich for such a 

wonderful example of leadership and character throughout the day. 
To the entire athletics team, many thanks for making this the most enjoyable carnival I have 

attenrl,-,rl I feel so pleased with the team effort and spirit I really felt like we won the carnival. 

Tony Spr/yan, 
Senior Master PE Dept. 
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A.CC. Athletics Captains, from left: 
Anthony Begovich, Anne-Marie Timmings. 



HOCKEY 

YEAR 10 GIRLS' HOCKEY 
Back Row, from left: Beth Chidlow, Debbie Mansell, Alison Pegrum, Marie Meyer. 
Middle Row: Felicity Cooper, Karen Cummins, Helen Marchesani, Cherie 
Waters, Janine Abbott. 
Front Row: Katrina Dyson, Andrea Tenger, Roberta Paratore, Angela Power. 

YEAR IO A.C.C. GIRLS' HOCKEY 
The Year 10 team had a reasonably successful year considering we were 

playing against older teams. The team spirit was really strong and this kept us 
inspired throughout our many losses. We eventually ended up fifth over all on the 
A.C.C. hockey aggregate. Special thanks must go to our coach, Mr Martin. 

SENIOR GIRLS' HOCKEY *PREMIERS* 

Angela Power, 
Claire Sands 

Back Row, from left: Barbara Haydock, Jenny Caplin, Gabrielle Phillips, Simone 
Woodard, Sharon Wheelock. 1 
Middle Row: Denise Twite, Colleen de Lacy, Simone Martin, Debbie Sudarno, ; 
Deanne Plows, Frances Schwarzbach. 
Front Row: Moya Macnamara, Larissa Ruvidini, Mr Hackett (Coach) , Vanessa 
de Cinque, Bev Rule. 

SENIOR GIRLS' HOCKEY TEAM *PREMIERS '84* 
With experienced members from last year's premiership team on the side, 

the senior girls' hockey t~m cruised through to win yet another A.C.C. 
premiership. With a backline like the rock of Gibraltar, and a stinging attack, 
it was soon obvious that we would go through the season undefeated. 

With Chris Hackett as team tactitian and unbiassed umpire, the outcome of the 
game was a mere formality. Being Captain of the team was a privilege and a 
position which gave me much pride. Thanks to all involved. 

Larissa Ruvidini 
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Y EAR IO A.C.C. BOYS' HOCKEY 
Back Row, from left: Paul Herrington, Martin O'Sullivan, Paul Hanrahan, Dean 
Robinson. 
Middle Row: Greg Myers, Tim Bristow-Stagg, Michael Faulkner, Paul Bailey. 
Front Row: Nicholas Ellery, Ian Parker, Mr Fleming (Coach), Danny Sheehan, 
Chris Farquhar. 

Y EAR IO A.C.C. BOYS' HOCKEY 
This year the Newman Year 10 A.C.C. Hockey team had a very promising start 

to the 1984 season under the encouraging coaching of Mr Fleming. As the season 
progressed we were able to win several games ending up in fourth position. Many 
thanks to Mr Fleming and to all players who produced a good team effort. 

A.C.C. SENIOR BOY S' HOC KEY *PREMIERS* 
Back Row, from left: Stuart Smith, Tim Trefry, Kevin Pethick. 

Danny Sheehan 

Middle Row: Rodney Ding, Stephen Abbott, Brad Lowson, Tony Faulkner, Peter 
Stegena. . 
Fron Row: Craig Vivian, Justin leeks, Brother Michael (Coach), Paul Martin, 
Jerome Gillman. 
A.C .C. SENIOR BOYS' HOCKEY 

This season was one of the most successful season ever for the senior A.C.C. 
hockey side, and it was capped off with a premiership. The side, composed of an 
even blend of Year l ls and 12s, began the season in most convincing fashion with 
a fifteen goal to nil win. However, the winning margins gradually decreased until 
the inevitable loss in the absence of the Year 12s when they were away on camp. 
But with the return of these players, the side steadied itself and went on to win all 
its remaining qualifying games, including a hard-fought 4-3 victory over arch-rivals 
J.T.C. 

The side then found itself lining up against this same team in the Grand Final, 
where its true quality showed through with a convincing 6-2 victory. Thanks must 
go to Brother Michael for his intelligent coaching and captain and vice-captain, 
Adrian Sims and Paul Martin respectively. 

Stuart Smith 



A.C.C. CROSS COUNTRY 
Newman's running prowess was once again upheld by the 1984 

Cross Country team. The consistent effort from all age groups 
enabled Newman to finish in second place overall. Good 
performances were contributed by everyone and place getters in 
various divisions were: 

14s - Girls - Lia Pike 3rd 
15s - Girls - Cathy Gooch 2nd 
15s - Girls - First overall 
15s - Boys - Guy Kennedy 3rd 
Open boys - Andrew Host 3rd 

Thanks must be extended to Mr Sprlyan, Miss Pearce and Mr 
Redding who supervised the training. Andrew Host 

A.C.C. CROSS COUNTRY SQUAD 
Back Row, from left: Damian Broderick, Anthony Begovich, Sean 
Burke, Sunil Narula, Gerard Fountain, Anthony Faulkner, Paul 
Bredenkamp, John Douglas. 
Front Row: Jay McEvoy, Trevor Walker, Chris Ronson, Ian Parker, 
Greg McGovern, Martin Crewes, Shaun Lohoar, Paul Martin, Jerome 
Gillman, Simon Fracaro, Rob Coltrona. 
Third Row: Antony Gallagher, Angela Radici, Nathan Darbyshire, 
Brandon Pike, Neil Vucak, Michael McAullay, Larissa Ruvidini, Karen 
Andrews, Christine Daws, Andrew Host. 
Second Row: Craig Pelussey, Deanne Plows, Jenine Goddard, 
Melissa Walsh, Debbie Sudarno, Anna Perna, Anne Shepherd, 
Melissa Wren, Jodie Fracaro. 
Front Row: Lisa Condelli, Angela Radici, Cherie Waters, Louise 
Angus , Gabrielle Hallick, Annemarie Timmings, Jill Neilson. 

□SOCCER□ 
VEAR IO SOCCER 

The Year 10 A.C.C. Soccer side finished fourth on the table this 
year. A good team effort, improving through the season, culminated in 
an appearance in the 2nd final which we lost narrowly. 

Thanks to our coach, Mr Doherty, for his encouragement. 

Patrick Burke 

VEAR 10 A.C.C. SOCCER 
Back Row, from left: Donald Gangemi, Ben Cohen, Patrick Burke, 
Damian Field, Edward Fragapne, Zeljko Delic, Liam Walsh, Alex 
Spadaccini. 
Front Row: Paul Stirling, Martin Simich, Mr Doherty (Coach), Mark 
Strawhan, Leone Radici, Grant O'Rourke. 

A.C.C. SENIOR SOCCER 
"The Senior Soccer T earn, comprising many seasoned 

professionals, had a great term touring in many parts of the world. Our 
first matches in Italy were disappointing as wedrewJuventus Turin 0-0 
and only beat AC. Milan 2-1. With rigorous day and night training, 
however, we managed a great revival and were undefeated for the rest 
of the season, beating such teams as Real Madrid, Aberdeen, Cosmos 
and the English International side. In the end we had 3 goals against 
and 136 for , which was due to our keeper falling asleep from 
boredom." 

Seriously though, it was an enjoyable term and all involved sho~ld 
be thanked, especially Mr Murray (affectionately Eamon) for 
coaching, Su nil for goal-hanging successfully, Gordon for hogging it so 
that everyone else could have a break, Fabian for scoring from half 
way and Paul for running the line. 

I'm sure that everyone will agree - it 's the greatest game in the 
world. Sean Burke 

SENIOR A.C.C. SOCCER 
Back Row, from left: Gordon Hill, Lee McCabe, Sean Burke, John 
Clocherty, Sunil Narula. 
Middle Row: Nathan Wyndow, Marcelo Fragapane, Michael McNulty, 
Simon Fracaro, Peter Slyth, Fabian Partigliani. 
Front Row: Frank Cardinale, Rob Cruikshank, Mr Murray (Coach), 
Martin Crewes, Ciano Lopez. 

CROSS COUNTRY 
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A.C.C. FOOTBALL 

YEAR 10 FOOTBALL *PREMIERS* 

YEAR 10 A.C.C . FOOTBALL 
*PREMIERS* 

This year was a memorable year for the whole 
side and our coach, Mr Aldous. We played 
abou t six games throughout the season and 
won four of them. We were undoubtedly the 
smallest side in the competition, and that didn't 
help us in the more vigorous games. Even 
though we lacked height we didn't lack team 
spirit and talent. We fought our way into the 
Grand Final to play the team that had beaten us 
twice, Saint Mark's. Because of this side's 
height, strength and the ability to play as a team, 
we were undoubtedly the underdogs. We lined 
up on our home ground and I don't think 
anyone expected us to win, but we went into the 
game wanting to win while Saint Mark's 
although depleted went into the game thinking it 
was going to be a walkover. 

Thus, we came out victorious by about four 
goals. On behalf of the team I would like to 
thank everyone who had any influence on our 
football this year, especially Mr Aldous, the 
team coach. 

Dean H ill (Captain) 

Back Row, from left: Harvey Brodalka, Justin Ptolomey, Michael Lee, John Gallucio, David Henshaw, Chris 
Beverley, Anthony Mann, Lee Willison. 
Middle Row: John Kenny, Adam Lagun, Brandon Pike, Matt Middleton, David Baumgartel, Derek Nelligan, 
Kirwan Williams, Rob Bucat, Royce Gatti. 
Front Row: Neil Vucak, Martin Nice, Dean Hill, Mr Aldous (Coach), Greg Fisher, David Collins, Nick Stilian. 

A.C.C. FIRST XVUI FOOTBALL 
*PREMIERS* 

Yet again, Newman has taken off the A.C.C. 
Football premiership. With many experienced 
and skilled footballers from last year's 
premiership side and some good new blood, the 
team was destined for success. With strength all 
over the ground, it was little wonder that we 
took off another premiership. 

The backline was a thorn in the opposition's 
side, with Lohoar and Fountain repeatedly 
thwarting attacks in the last line of defence. The 
half-back line, which was the foundation stone 
for numerous Newman forward thrusts, was 
brilliantly led by Captain Tony Asphar and ably 
supported by his flanker, the ever reliable 
Jurac1ch. The centre-line, considered the 
strength of the team, was well serviced by the 
speedy and ever aggressive Rob Andrews, who 
combined with newcomer Toovey and the 
experienced hand of Fisher, continuously fed 
the ball to the forward line. The halfforward line 
was literally a goal-kicking machine, with 
Beveridge, Urquhart, Duffy and O'Neill 
providing many goals, and the deadly left foot of 
Scott Wright was ever present. A sparkling new 
find in Fitzgerald took over the full-forward spot 
with devastating results. With Foley and Scott 
dominating ruck tap outs and the hrilliance of 
Host , Begovich and White to gather the 
crumbs, the mobile division was by far the best 
in the competition. Other consistent 
contributors were Waldock, Allen, McMahon, 
Beverley and Plows. Despite some dubious and 
controversial moves, Mr Harvie's coaching 
brilliance again took the first XV!II to another 
premiership. 

TA. , A.H . R.A. , J.J 

A.C.C. SENIOR FOOTBALL *PREMIERS* 

,. 
Back Row, from left: Robert Fitzgerald, Michael Waldock, Justin Juracich, Gerard Fountain, Shane O'Neil, Todd 
Beveridge, Rob Andrews. 
Third Row: John Bryne, Todd Scott, Shaun Lohoar, Tim Lanigan, Stephen Beverley, Julian Urquhart, Antony 
Begovich. 
Second Row: Tim McMahon, C layton Allen, Damian Ames, Rick Toovey, Peter Foley, Greg Duffy. 
Front Row: Tony Asphar, Andrew Host, Mr Harvie (Coach), Louis White, Gavin Plows. 
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Year 11 Netball 
The Year 11 Netball teams unfortunately did not make as great an impact 

on the opposition as hoped. However, participation was excel lent, and our 
two teams cert ainly enjoyed themselves. We managed to secure 5th and 6th 
positions in the compet ition. 

Danielle Van Kampen 

Year 11 Netball 
Back Row, from left: Danielle Palmer, Allison Kelsall, Robyn Pearce, Justine 
O 'Brien, Emma Phillips. 
Middle Row: Julie Pforr, Danielle Van Kampen, Sue Ronchi, Anthea 
McDonald, Rhoda Hatz istavridi, Annette Riley. 
Front Row: Leila Maddison, Melissa Walsh, Miss Dzieciol (Coach) , Erika 
Beljaars, Paula Martino. 

I NET BALL I 
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Year 10 Netball 
The Year 10 A.C.C. Netball season started off in a little confusion but ended 

up a great success. Newman Year 10 had two teams, A & B. The girls played 
each Tuesday afternoon at Langley Park. Out of the 12 teams in the 
competition, team B ended fifth on the ladder and team A second after losing 
the grand final by only two goals. 

Chris Daws, 
Kate Jorrisen 

Year 10 Netball 
Back Row, from left: Amanda Black, Catherine Meegan, Christine Daws, 
Karen Andrews, Tracey Standen. 
Middle Row: Leah Broderick, Sue Huggins, Pauline Macnamara, Gabrielle 
Hollick, Jodie Fracaro, Julie Grove. 
Front Row: Anita Micheli, Danielle Somers, Fran cine Elliott, Rachel Nordeck, 
Nadia Paganin. 
Absent: Mrs Milner (Coach). 

Year 12 Netball 
The conclusion of the netball season placed the two Year 12 teams in high 

posit ions. The Newman A team finished 5th and the B team finished 4th. 
The standard of netball throughout the season was very high, and the 

consistent effort shown by the girls and the support given to the teams by Miss 
Hickmott assured us of an enjoyable and successful season. 

Melinda Pike 

Year 12 Netball 
Back Row, from left: Tania Ancliffe, Nikki Lopez , Sarah Gericevich, Michelle 
Derksema, Libby Lanigan. 
Middle Row: J odie Huggins, Ki m Smithson, Simone Graf/in , J ane Cross, Sue 
Di Giovanni. 
Front Row: Melinda Pike, Erin West, Miss Hickmott (Coach), Angela Radici, 
Monique Spanbrook. 



A.C.C Volleyball 

A.C.C. Senior Girls' Volleyball 
Back Row, from left: Louise O 'Malley, Lisa Farinosi , Anne Rose, Mary Hogan, Liza Condelli, Cynthia Ruvidini, 
Naomi Willmott . 
Front Row: J osephine Daniele, Rita Cuscuna, Annemarie Timmings, Jill Nielson, Michelle Bizzaca, Kellie Proper
john. 

A.C.C . Senior Boys' Volleyball 
Year 11 and 12 boys combined this year to 

make the Senior Boys' Volleyball team. We won 
most of our games with the exception of a few, 
one being the Grand Final. Our team played tre
mendously well considering that many of the 
players had never played in a proper volleyball 
game before. Servile came out as the best team, 
with us losing 0-3 to them in the Grand Final. 

Bill McQueen 

A.C .C. Senior Boys' Volleybal 

A.C.C . Senior Girls' Volleyball 
Newman entered two girl teams into the 

school volleyball. All players should be 
congratulated for their behaviour both on and 
off the court throughout the season. They 
represented the school in very sportsmanlike 
fashion. The atmosphere throughout the 
season was charged with high sporting spirit. 
Everyone seemed to enjoy being involved. The 
girls' team were seen as highly competitive 
against the other schools and as a result domi
nated the competit ion. They met each other in 
the Grand Final and the end result was the 
Open Girls defeating the Year 10s in a very close 
and strenuous game. 

Special thanks must go to Miss Pearce and 
Mr Morgan who did a splendid job in the organi
zation and transportation of the players. 

Michelle Bizzaca 

Back Row, from left : Justin Ferrante, Andrew Henryon, Nathan Darbyshire, Matthew Strack, Trav is Cranley, Paul 
Hampton, Michael Wear . 
Middle Row: Craig Pelussey, Lorenzo Berti, Chris Middleton, Paul Gerarchi, David Patroni , Richard Eddy. 
Front Row: Michael McAull ay, Luke Bermingham, Bill McQueen, Yusuke Sato, Ted Gatti. 
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Boys' Team 
Back Row, from left: Justin Ferrante, David Patroni, Simon Stafford. 
Middle Row: Bill McQueen, Robert Andrews, Trav is Cranley. 
Front Row: Tony Sprlyan (Coach), Brad Lawson, Luke Bermingham, Connor McDonald, Paul Gerarchi, Sue Pearce 
(Coach). 

Here's To Newman! 
Newman College has come a long way in 

volleyball since last year when only half of the 
team could play. The team, consisting of 
twelve, aged from fourteen to seventeen 
years, won the Australian High School Cham
pionships played in Canberra. T hey arrived 
there with determination and arrived home 
with GOLD. 

Twelve players, together with two coaches, 
crammed into a small Hertz rent-a-bus, ready 
for a three-day trip to Canberra. T he girls, 
who had travelled as a team previously that 
year had the confidence of the twelve State 
players that they are. In August eight of the 
twelve had competed in the State Under 15s 
held in N.S.W. They lost miserably but gained 
all the experience needed to win later in 
December. 

"We had trained very hard all year and were 
excited about our chances of winning. We had 
a great amount of determination and spirit , 
which obviously was a tremendous help", said 
our captain. 

Coach Tony Sprlyan said, "We took the 
competition very seriously and we continually 
psyched ourselves up to win while enjoying 
ourselves. It was all worth it . 

"Obviously we had our doubts and rough 
times, but ii was definitely all worth it to see 
their absolutely thrilled faces when they won." 

While over in Canberra an Australian Club 
Competition was to begin, so the girls entered 
it under the name of "T he Red Star Club" and 
won yet another gold. This was not as easy as 
the High School Championships, but they 
managed to play a good grand final against 
N.S.W., beating them 3-0. 

Volleyball Teams to play in Canberra, Dec. 1984 
Girls' Team 
Back Row, from left: Lisa Farinosi, Kellie Properjohn, Mary Hogan. 

State U.17 High Schools Volley ball 
The State U.17 High Schools' Champion

ships were conducted on Sunday 18 at the 
Park Recreation Centre. Newman College 
entered two boys and two girls teams for this 
event. Once again, for the fourth year in suc
cession the girls teams were successful in 
beating all teams to win the trophy. 

The boys teams performed very well, fin
ished third and fourth to the strong teams 
from Balga High School who have won this 
section for the second year in succession. 

The conduct and bearing of the students 
from Newman throughout the day was as 
usual , first class. They were always prepared 
to offer assistance with doing duties etc. and 
also gave a hand to clean up on completion of 
the day's proceedings. We were successful in 
having twelve boys and twelve girls selected to 
the State Team's training squad and we wish 
them all the best if they wish to continue with 
the sport. 

Tony Spr/yan, 
Sporfsmasfer 

Next year , the championships will once 
again be held in Canberra and Newman 
College has promised an even better team! Middle Row: Louise O'Malley, Melissa Walsh, Jenine Goddard, Michelle Bizzaca, Rachel Nordeck. 

So, here's to NEWMAN'! 

Lisa Farinosi 

Front Row: Tony Sprlyan (Coach), Annemarie Timmings, Rita Cuscuna, Jill Neilson, Felicity Cooper, Sue Pearce 
(Coach). 
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Mrs E. Parker 

Editorial 
Well, doing this was quite an experience to say the least. Between Greg's fabulous typing and 

Lara's, "What am I doing?" we somehow managed to end up with something. We'll leave that up to 
you to judge. But seriously, folks, it was an enriching and enlightening experience which furthered 
our maturity in both mind and soul. It's something you'd never want to do twice, take our word for it 
or find out the hard way. Mental patients, beware! 

Actually, looking back on it, we're quite amazed that we got anything done at all, anything legible 
at least. But to misquote a famous writer in the book of Genesis, "Mrs Parker looked upon it and saw 
that it was good". And we believe her! We'd like to give a huge thanks to Mrs P. for all her tireless 
effort, work, and for putting up with us (especially Greg on the chair and Lara's annoyingly neat and 
precise work and endless talking). Also thanks must radiate out to those 'thousands' of people who 
'volunteered' their work to us. Thanks, finally to the rest of the Committee and Bazza for the photos, 
and also to us 'cos we deserve it! 

We hope you enjoy this memory of 1984. 

Lara Paganin and 
Greg Moxham 

Editors: Lara Paganin and Greg Moxham 

Corrina Toschkoff 

Danielle Palmer 

COMMI"t·1·EE 
MEMBERS 

Matthew Martin Joanne Lawrie 
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